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CHAPTER

1

About IM

Cloud infrastructures are becoming an appropriate solution to address the computational needs of scientific applications. However, the use of public or on-premises Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds require users to have
non-trivial system administration skills.
For that, IM is a tool that ease the access and the usability of IaaS clouds by automating the VMI selection,
deployment, configuration, software installation, monitoring and update of Virtual Appliances. It supports APIs
from a large number of virtual platforms, making user applications cloud-agnostic. In addition it integrates a
contextualization system to enable the installation and configuration of all the user required applications providing
the user with a fully functional infrastructure.
It is a service that features a web-based GUI, a XML-RPC API, a REST API and a command-line application.
IM has been developed by the Grid and High Performance Computing Group (GRyCAP) at the Instituto de Instrumentación para Imagen Molecular (I3M) from the Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV).

The following publications summarise both the development and integration in larger architecture. Please acknowledge
the usage of this software by citing the first reference:
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• Caballer, M.; Blanquer, I.; Moltó, G.; and de Alfonso, C.; “Dynamic management of virtual infrastructures”
. Journal of Grid Computing, Volume 13, Issue 1, Pages 53-70, 2015, ISSN 1570-7873, 10.1007/s10723-0149296-5.
• Caballer, M.; de Alfonso, C.; Moltó, G.; Romero, E.; Blanquer, I.; and García, A.; “CodeCloud: A Platform
to Enable Execution of Programming Models on the Clouds” . Journal of Systems and Software, Volume
93, Pages 187-198, 2014, ISSN 0164-1212, 10.1016/j.jss.2014.02.005
• Caballer, M., Segrelles, D., Moltó, G. and Blanquer, I. “A Platform to Deploy Customized Scientific Virtual
Infrastructures on the Cloud” . Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience, Volume 27, Issue
16, Pages 4318-4329, 2015, ISSN 1532-0626, 10.1002/cpe.3518.
• Caballer, M.; de Alfonso, C.; Alvarruiz, F. and Moltó, G.; “EC3: Elastic Cloud Computing Cluster” . Journal
of Computer and System Sciences, Volume 78, Issue 8, December 2013, Pages 1341-1351, ISSN 0022-0000,
10.1016/j.jcss.2013.06.005.
• Segrelles, D.; Moltó, G. and Caballer, Miguel. “Remote Computational Labs for Educational Activities
via a Cloud Computing Platform” . In 2015 Proceedings of the Information Systems Education Conference
(ISECON 2015), pp. 309–21, 2015. [Best Paper Award]
• de Alfonso, C.; Caballer, M.; Alvarruiz, F.; Moltó, G.; and Hernández, V.; “Infrastructure Deployment over
the Cloud” . In 3rd IEEE International Conference on Cloud Computing Technology and Science (CloudCom
2011), pp. 517 - 521, 2011, 10.1109/CloudCom.2011.77.
• Caballer, M.; Segrelles, D.; Moltó, G.; and Blanquer, I.; “A platform to deploy customized scientific virtual
infrastructures on the cloud” . Concurrency Computation: Practice and Experience, 2015, ISSN 1532-0634,
10.1002/cpe.3518.
• Moltó, G. and Caballer, M. “On Using the Cloud to Support Online Courses” . In 2014 Frontiers in Education
Conference., 2014. 10.1109/FIE.2014.7044041.
• “Custom elastic clusters to manage Galaxy environments”. In: EGI Inspired Newsletter (Issue 22), pp 2,
January 2016. Available here.
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2

Quick Start

2.1 Launch IM Service
To launch an instance of the Infrastructure Manager the easiest solution is to use the Docker image named grycap/im
that has been created using the default configuration.
To launch the IM service using docker:
$ sudo docker run -d -p 8899:8899 -p 8800:8800 --name im grycap/im

More information about this image can be found here: https://registry.hub.docker.com/u/grycap/im/.

2.2 IM Client tools
To access the IM service two client tools can be used (apart from the two APIs):
• The IM client: You only have to call the install command of the pip tool with the IM-client package:
$ pip install IM-client

See full reference in IM Client Invocation.
• The IM web: To launch the IM Web portal in the same machine where we have previously launched the IM
service use the followiing docker command:
$ sudo docker run -d -p 80:80 --name im-web --link im:im grycap/im-web

Then you can access the im-web interface using the following url: http://localhost/im-web.
See full manual in IM Web Usage.
In this first examples we will use the IM-client tool to create, manage and finally destroy a single VM.
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2.2.1 Authentication file
To access the IM service an authentication file must be created. It must have one line per authentication element.
It must have at least one line with the authentication data for the IM service and another one for the Cloud/s
provider/s the user want to access.
An example to access an OpenNebula and/or an OpenStack site:
id = im; type = InfrastructureManager; username = user; password = pass # mandatory
id = one; type = OpenNebula; host = osenserver:2633; username = user; password = pass
id = ost; type = OpenStack; host = https://ostserver:5000; username = user; password
˓→= pass; tenant = tenant

See all the options of the auth file are describe in section Authorization File.

2.2.2 RADL basic example
Then the user must describe in a input file the cloud topology. It can be done in the IM native language (RADL) or the
TOSCA standard. In this first example we will so how to launch a single VM using RADL:
network net (outbound = 'yes')
system node (
cpu.count >= 2 and
memory.size >= 2G and
net_interface.0.connection = 'net' and
disk.0.image.url = 'one://someserver.com/123'
)
deploy node 1

In this RADL user is requesting 1 VM with at least 2 CPUs and 2 GB of RAM connected with a public IP. Finally the
user must specify the image used to boot the VM with the field disk.0.image.url. In this URL the user must specify an
existing image on the cluod provider where VM will be launched. O.S. image URLs for different Cloud providers:
• one://<server>:<port>/<image-id>, for OpenNebula;
• ost://<server>/<ami-id>, for OpenStack or EGI;
• aws://<region>/<ami-id>, for Amazon Web Service;
• gce://<region>/<image-id>, for Google Cloud;
• azr://<publisher>/<offer>/<sku>/<version>, for Microsoft Azure; and
• <fedcloud_endpoint_url>/<image_id>, for FedCloud OCCI connector.
• appdb://<site_name>/<apc_name>?<vo_name>, for FedCloud OCCI, EGI or OpenStack connector using
AppDB info.
• docker://<docker_image>, for Docker images.
• fbw://<fns_server>/<image-id>, for FogBow images.
• lin://linode/<image-id>, for Linode images.
• ora://<region>/<image-id>, for Orange Flexible Engine images.
See full information about RADL language at Resource and Application Description Language (RADL). More RADL
examples are available at the IM GitHub repo examples folder.
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2.2.3 TOSCA basic example
In case of you want to use a TOSCA file to define a similar example to the previous RADL one the file should be like
that:
tosca_definitions_version: tosca_simple_yaml_1_0
imports:
- indigo_custom_types: https://raw.githubusercontent.com/indigo-dc/tosca-types/master/
˓→custom_types.yaml
topology_template:
node_templates:
simple_node:
type: tosca.nodes.indigo.Compute
capabilities:
endpoint:
properties:
network_name: PUBLIC
host:
properties:
num_cpus: 2
mem_size: 2 GB
os:
properties:
image: one://someserver.com/123
outputs:
node_ip:
value: { get_attribute: [ simple_node, public_address, 0 ] }
node_creds:
value: { get_attribute: [ simple_node, endpoint, credential, 0 ] }

For more information about TOSCA see the OASIS TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML Version 1.0. The TOSCA
support has been developed under de framework of the INDIGO DataCloud EU project. You can see some input
examples at https://github.com/indigo-dc/tosca-types/tree/master/examples.

2.2.4 Basic IM Client usage
Now that we have the authentication file and the RADL input file we can create our first infrastructure using the IM
client:
$ im_client.py -a auth.dat create input_file

By default this command expects the IM to be hosted on the localhost machine. If the server is located at other host
you must specify the -u or -r parameters to set the URL of the XML-RPC API or REST API respectively:
$ im_client.py -a auth.dat create input_file -r http://imhost.com:8800
$ im_client.py -a auth.dat create input_file -u http://imhost.com:8899

To avoid putting this parameters on all the IM Cleint calls you can create an im_client.cfg file with the default options
to use. See all the options at the client manual page: Invocation.
In this moment the IM client with contact the IM service to start the creation of the infrastructure. It will require some
time depending on the number of VMs or the cloud provider. Finally when all the VMs are created it will retun a
2.2. IM Client tools
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message like that:
Connected with: http://locahost:8899
Infrastructure successfully created with ID: 573c4b0a-67d9-11e8-b75f-0a580af401da

In case of error in the creation of all the VMs it will return an error message describing the errors raised. If only some
of them fails it will return the ID and the user must check the status of the VMs and take the corresponding decissions.
To get the state of of the infrastructure call the getstate option of the client:
$ im_client.py -a auth.dat getstate 573c4b0a-67d9-11e8-b75f-0a580af401da
The infrastructure is in state: running
VM ID: 0 is in state: running.

You have to wait untill your infrastructure is the state configured. In the meanwhile you can get the output of the
contextualization process to follow the status:
$ im_client.py -a auth.dat getcontmsg 573c4b0a-67d9-11e8-b75f-0a580af401da
Msg Contextualizator:
2018-05-02 14:20:31.816193: Select master VM
2018-05-02 14:20:31.819775: Wait master VM to boot
.
.
.

This message will show all the steps made by the IM to fully configure the VM including the outputs of all Ansible
processes. Then you can access via SSH the created VM with the command:
$ im_client.py -a auth.dat ssh 573c4b0a-67d9-11e8-b75f-0a580af401da

And Enjoy you customized VM!!
Finally to destroy the infrastructure and all the related resources call the destroy operation:
$ im_client.py -a auth.dat destroy 573c4b0a-67d9-11e8-b75f-0a580af401da
Connected with: http://locahost:8899
Infrastructure successfully destroyed

2.3 IM Video Demos
There is an Infrastructure Manager YouTube reproduction list with a set of videos with demos of the functionality of
the platform: see section: IM Videos.
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3

IM Videos

There are an Infrastructure Manager YouTube reproduction list with a set of videos with demos of the functionality of
the platform.
Currently there are two videos available, but soon more videos will be uploaded:
The first one shows how to use the IM web interface to launch a Hadoop Cluster with a single click in a OpenNebula
on-premise cloud platform and in Amazon EC2.
The second one shows how to use the IM web interface to access EGI FedCloud sites using the OCCI plugin, showing
also how to launch a Hadoop Cluster with a single click.
YouTube IM reproduction list
Moreover in the YouTube GRyCAP channel other interesting videos are available, as the EC3 tool demos:
YouTube GRyCAP channel

9
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4

IM Docker Image (Recommended Option)

The recommended option to use the Infrastructure Manager service is using the available docker image. A Docker
image named grycap/im has been created to make easier the deployment of an IM service using the default configuration. Information about this image can be found here: https://registry.hub.docker.com/u/grycap/im/. It is also available
in Github Container registry ghcr.io/grycap/im: https://github.com/grycap/im/pkgs/container/im.
How to launch the IM service using docker:
$ sudo docker run -d -p 8899:8899 -p 8800:8800 --name im grycap/im

To make the IM data persistent you also have to specify a persistent location for the IM database using the
IM_DATA_DB environment variable and adding a volume:
$ sudo docker run -d -p 8899:8899 -p 8800:8800 -v "/some_local_path/db:/db" -e IM_
˓→DATA_DB=/db/inf.dat --name im grycap/im

You can also specify an external MySQL server to store IM data using the IM_DATA_DB environment variable:
$ sudo docker run -d -p 8899:8899 -e IM_DATA_DB=mysql://username:password@server/db_
˓→name --name im grycap/im

Or you can also add a volume with all the IM configuration:
$ sudo docker run -d -p 8899:8899 -p 8800:8800 -v "/some_local_path/im.cfg:/etc/im/im.
˓→cfg" --name im grycap/im
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CHAPTER

5

IM Service Installation

5.1 Prerequisites
IM needs at least Python 2.7 (Python 3.6 or higher recommended) to run, as well as the next libraries:
• The RADL parser. (Since IM version 1.5.3, it requires RADL version 1.1.0 or later).
• The TOSCA parser. A TOSCA YAML Spec 1.0 Parser.
• paramiko, ssh2 protocol library for python (version 1.14 or later).
• PyYAML, a YAML parser.
• suds, a full-featured SOAP library.
• Netaddr, A Python library for representing and manipulating network addresses.
• Requests, A Python library for access REST APIs.
Also, IM uses Ansible (2.4 or later) to configure the infrastructure nodes.
These components are usually available from the distribution repositories.
Finally, check the next values in the Ansible configuration file ansible.cfg, (usually found in /etc/ansible):
[defaults]
transport = smart
host_key_checking = False
nocolor = 1
become_user
= root
become_method
= sudo
[paramiko_connection]
record_host_keys=False
[ssh_connection]
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

# Only in systems with OpenSSH support to ControlPersist
ssh_args = -o ControlMaster=auto -o ControlPersist=900s
# In systems with older versions of OpenSSH (RHEL 6, CentOS 6, SLES 10 or SLES 11)
#ssh_args =
pipelining = True

5.2 Optional Packages
• The Bottle framework is used for the REST API. It is typically available as the ‘python-bottle’ package.
• The CherryPy Web framework, is needed for the REST API. It is typically available as the ‘python-cherrypy’
or ‘python-cherrypy3’ package. In newer versions (9.0 and later) the functionality has been moved the cheroot
library it can be installed using pip.
• apache-libcloud 3.0 or later is used in the LibCloud, OpenStack, EGI and GCE connectors.
• boto 2.29.0 or later is used as interface to Amazon EC2. It is available as package named python-boto in
Debian based distributions. It can also be downloaded from boto GitHub repository. Download the file and copy
the boto subdirectory into the IM install path.
• pyOpenSSL is needed to secure the REST API with SSL certificates (see REST_SSL). pyOpenSSL can be
installed using pip.
• The Python interface to MySQL, is needed to access MySQL server as IM data backend. It is typically available
as the package ‘python-mysqldb’ or ‘MySQL-python’ package. In case of using Python 3 use the PyMySQL
package, available as the package ‘python3-pymysql’ on debian systems or PyMySQL package in pip.
• The Python interface to MongoDB, is needed to access MongoDB server as IM data backend. It is typically
available as the package ‘python-pymongo’ package in most distributions or pymongo package in pip.
• The Azure Python SDK, is needed by the Azure connector. It is available as the package ‘azure’ at the pip
repository.
• The VMware vSphere API Python Bindings are needed by the vSphere connector. It is available as the package
‘pyvmomi’ at the pip repository.

5.3 Installation
5.3.1 From Pip
First you need to install pip tool and some packages needed to compile some of the IM requirements. To install them
in Debian and Ubuntu based distributions, do:
$ apt update
$ apt install gcc python3-dev libffi-dev libssl-dev python3-pip sshpass python˓→pysqlite2 python-requests

In Red Hat based distributions (RHEL, CentOS, Amazon Linux, Oracle Linux, Fedora, etc.), do:
$ yum install epel-release
$ yum install which gcc python3-devel libffi-devel openssl-devel python3-pip sshpass
˓→default-libmysqlclient-dev

Then you only have to call the install command of the pip tool with the IM package:
14
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$ pip install IM

You can also install an specific branch of the Github repository:
$ pip install git+https://github.com/grycap/im.git@master

Pip will also install the, non installed, pre-requisites needed. So Ansible 2.4 or later will be installed in the system.
Some of the optional packages are also installed please check if some of IM features that you need requires to install
some of the packages of section “Optional Packages”.
You must also remember to modify the ansible.cfg file setting as specified in the “Prerequisites” section.

5.4 Configuration
If you want the IM Service to be started at boot time, do
1. Update the value of the variable IMDAEMON in /etc/init.d/im file to the path where the IM im_service.py
file is installed (e.g. /usr/local/im/im_service.py), or set the name of the script file (im_service.py) if the file is
in the PATH (pip puts the im_service.py file in the PATH as default):
$ sudo sed -i 's/`IMDAEMON=.*/`IMDAEMON=/usr/local/IM-0.1/im_service.py'/etc/init.
˓→d/im

2. Register the service.
To do the last step on a Debian based distributions, execute:
$ sudo sysv-rc-conf im on

if the package ‘sysv-rc-conf’ is not available in your distribution, execute:
$ sudo update-rc.d im start 99 2 3 4 5 . stop 05 0 1 6 .

For Red Hat based distributions:
$ sudo chkconfig im on

Alternatively, it can be done manually:
$
$
$
$
$

ln
ln
ln
ln
ln

-s
-s
-s
-s
-s

/etc/init.d/im
/etc/init.d/im
/etc/init.d/im
/etc/init.d/im
/etc/init.d/im

/etc/rc2.d/S99im
/etc/rc3.d/S99im
/etc/rc5.d/S99im
/etc/rc1.d/K05im
/etc/rc6.d/K05im

IM reads the configuration from $IM_PATH/etc/im.cfg, and if it is not available, does from /etc/im/im.
cfg. There is a template of im.cfg at the directory etc on the tarball. The IM reads the values of the im section.
The options are explained next.

5.4.1 Basic Options
DATA_FILE
Full path to the data file. (Removed in version IM version 1.5.0. Use only DATA_DB.) The default value is
/etc/im/inf.dat.

5.4. Configuration
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DATA_DB
The URL to access the database to store the IM data.
It can be a MySQL DB:
‘mysql://username:password@server/db_name’, SQLite: ‘sqlite:///etc/im/inf.dat’ or MongoDB: ‘mongodb://username:password@server/db_name’, The default value is sqlite:///etc/im/inf.dat.
USER_DB
Full path to the IM user DB json file. To restrict the users that can access the IM service. Comment it or set a
blank value to disable user check. The default value is empty. JSON format of the file:
{
"users": [
{
"username": "user1",
"password": "pass1"
},
{
"username": "user2",
"password": "pass2"
}
]
}

MAX_SIMULTANEOUS_LAUNCHES
Maximum number of simultaneous VM launch operations. In some versions of python (prior to 2.7.5 or 3.3.2)
it can raise an error (‘Thread’ object has no attribute ‘_children’). See https://bugs.python.org/issue10015. In
this case set this value to 1
The default value is 1.
MAX_VM_FAILS
Number of attempts to launch a virtual machine before considering it an error. The default value is 3.
VM_INFO_UPDATE_FREQUENCY
Maximum frequency to update the VM info (in secs) The default value is 10.
VM_INFO_UPDATE_ERROR_GRACE_PERIOD
Maximum time that a VM status maintains the current status in case of connection failure with the Cloud
provider (in secs). If the time is over this value the status is set to ‘unknown’. This value must be always higher
than VM_INFO_UPDATE_FREQUENCY. The default value is 120.
WAIT_RUNNING_VM_TIMEOUT
Timeout in seconds to get a virtual machine in running state. The default value is 1800.
WAIT_SSH_ACCCESS_TIMEOUT
(New in version IM version 1.5.1.) Timeout in seconds to wait a virtual machine to get the SSH access active
once it is in running state. The default value is 300.
LOG_FILE
Full path to the log file. The default value is /var/log/im/inf.log.
LOG_FILE_MAX_SIZE
Maximum size in KiB of the log file before being rotated. The default value is 10485760.
BOOT_MODE
This flag set the IM boot mode. It can be: 0 (Normal) standard IM operation, 1 (ReadOnly) only read operations
are allowed, 2 (ReadDelete) only read and delete operations are allowed. The default value is 0.
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5.4.2 Default Virtual Machine Options
DEFAULT_VM_MEMORY
Default principal memory assigned to a virtual machine. The default value is 512.
DEFAULT_VM_MEMORY_UNIT
Unit used in DEFAULT_VM_MEMORY. Allowed values: K (KiB), M (MiB) and G (GiB). The default value is M.
DEFAULT_VM_CPUS
Default number of CPUs assigned to a virtual machine. The default value is 1.
DEFAULT_VM_CPU_ARCH
Default CPU architecture assigned to a virtual machine. Allowed values: i386 and x86_64. The default value
is x86_64.
DEFAULT_VM_NAME
Default name of virtual machines. The default value is vnode-#N#.
DEFAULT_DOMAIN
Default domain assigned to a virtual machine. The default value is localdomain.
VERIFI_SSL
Verify SSL hosts in CloudConnectors connections If you set it to True you must assure the CA certificates are
installed correctly The default value is False.

5.4.3 Contextualization
CONTEXTUALIZATION_DIR
Full path to the IM contextualization files. The default value is /usr/share/im/contextualization.
RECIPES_DIR
Full path to the Ansible recipes directory.
AnsibleRecipes.
RECIPES_DB_FILE
Full path to the Ansible recipes database file.
recipes_ansible.db.

The default value is CONTEXTUALIZATION_DIR/

The default value is CONTEXTUALIZATION_DIR/

MAX_CONTEXTUALIZATION_TIME
Maximum time in seconds spent on contextualize a virtual machine before throwing an error. The default value
is 7200.
REMOTE_CONF_DIR
Directory to copy all the ansible related files used in the contextualization. The default value is /tmp/.im.
PLAYBOOK_RETRIES
Number of retries of the Ansible playbooks in case of failure. The default value is 1.
CHECK_CTXT_PROCESS_INTERVAL
Interval to update the state of the contextualization process in the VMs (in secs). Reducing this time the load
of the IM service will decrease in contextualization steps, but may introduce some overhead time. The default
value is 5.
CONFMAMAGER_CHECK_STATE_INTERVAL
Interval to update the state of the processes of the ConfManager (in secs). Reducing this time the load of the IM
service will decrease in contextualization steps, but may introduce some overhead time. The default value is 5.
UPDATE_CTXT_LOG_INTERVAL
Interval to update the log output of the contextualization process in the VMs (in secs). The default value is 20.

5.4. Configuration
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VM_NUM_USE_CTXT_DIST
Number of VMs in an infrastructure that will use the distributed version of the Ctxt Agent The default value is
30.

5.4.4 XML-RPC API
XMLRCP_PORT
Port number where IM XML-RPC API is available. The default value is 8899.
XMLRCP_ADDRESS
IP address where IM XML-RPC API is available. The default value is 0.0.0.0 (all the IPs).
XMLRCP_SSL
If True the XML-RPC API is secured with SSL certificates. The default value is False.
XMLRCP_SSL_KEYFILE
Full path to the private key associated to the SSL certificate to access the XML-RPC API. The default value is
/etc/im/pki/server-key.pem.
XMLRCP_SSL_CERTFILE
Full path to the public key associated to the SSL certificate to access the XML-RPC API. The default value is
/etc/im/pki/server-cert.pem.
XMLRCP_SSL_CA_CERTS
Full path to the SSL Certification Authorities (CA) certificate.
ca-chain.pem.

The default value is /etc/im/pki/

VMINFO_JSON
Return the VM information of function GetVMInfo in RADL JSON instead of plain RADL (Added in IM
version 1.5.2) The default value is False.

5.4.5 REST API
ACTIVATE_REST
If True the REST API is activated. The default value is False.
REST_PORT
Port number where REST API is available. The default value is 8800.
REST_ADDRESS
IP address where REST API is available. The default value is 0.0.0.0 (all the IPs).
REST_SSL
If True the REST API is secured with SSL certificates. The default value is False.
REST_SSL_KEYFILE
Full path to the private key associated to the SSL certificate to access the REST API. The default value is
/etc/im/pki/server-key.pem.
REST_SSL_CERTFILE
Full path to the public key associated to the SSL certificate to access the REST API. The default value is /etc/
im/pki/server-cert.pem.
REST_SSL_CA_CERTS
Full path to the SSL Certification Authorities (CA) certificate.
ca-chain.pem.
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5.4.6 OPENID CONNECT OPTIONS
OIDC_ISSUERS
List of OIDC issuers supported. It must be a coma separated string of OIDC issuers URLs. The default value is
''.
OIDC_AUDIENCE
If set the IM will check that the string defined here appear in the “aud” claim of the OpenID access token The
default value is ''.
OIDC_CLIENT_ID
OIDC client ID of the IM service. Only needed in case of setting OIDC_SCOPES. The default value is ''.
OIDC_CLIENT_SECRET
OIDC secret of the IM service. Only needed in case of setting OIDC_SCOPES. The default value is ''.
OIDC_SCOPES
List of scopes that must appear in the token request to access the IM service. Client ID and Secret must be
provided to make it work. The default value is ''.
FORCE_OIDC_AUTH
If True the IM will force the users to pass a valid OIDC token. The default value is False.

5.4.7 NETWORK OPTIONS
PRIVATE_NET_MASKS
List of networks assumed as private. The IM use it to distinguish private from public networks. IM considers IPs
not in these subnets as Public IPs. It must be a coma separated string of the network definitions (using CIDR)
(without spaces). The default value is '10.0.0.0/8,172.16.0.0/12,192.168.0.0/16,192.0.0.
0/24,169.254.0.0/16,100.64.0.0/10,198.18.0.0/15'.

5.4.8 HA MODE OPTIONS
INF_CACHE_TIME
Time (in seconds) the IM service will maintain the information of an infrastructure in memory. Only used in case
of IM in HA mode. This value has to be set to a similar value set in the expire value in the stick-table
in the HAProxy configuration.

5.4.9 OpenNebula connector Options
The configuration values under the OpenNebula section:
TEMPLATE_CONTEXT
Text to add to the CONTEXT section of the ONE template (except SSH_PUBLIC_KEY) The default value is
''.
TEMPLATE_OTHER
Text to add to the ONE Template different to NAME, CPU, VCPU, MEMORY, OS, DISK and CONTEXT The
default value is GRAPHICS = [type="vnc",listen="0.0.0.0"].

5.4.10 Logging Configuration
IM uses Python logging library (see the documentation). You have two options to configure it: use the configuration
variables at the IM configuration file or use the file /etc/im/logging.conf.
5.4. Configuration
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The configuration variables are the following:
LOG_LEVEL
Set the level of the log messages: DEBUG, INFO, WARNING, ERROR, CRITICAL The default value is
'INFO'.
LOG_FILE
Set the destination file of the log messages. The default value is '/var/log/im/im.log'.
LOG_FILE_MAX_SIZE
Set the maximum file size of the log file. It will be rotated when size exceed this size, with a default depth of 3
files. The default value is '10485760'.
If you need to specify more advanced details of the logging configuration you have to use the file /etc/im/
logging.conf. For example to set a syslogd server as the destination of the log messages:
[handler_fileHandler]
class=logging.handlers.SysLogHandler
level=INFO
formatter=simpleFormatter
args=(('<syslog_ip>', 514),)
[formatter_simpleFormatter]
format=%(asctime)s - %(hostname)s - %(name)s - %(levelname)s - %(message)s
datefmt=

5.4.11 Vault Configuration
From version 1.10.7 the IM service supports reading authorization data from a Vault server. These values are used by
the REST API enabling to use Bearer authentication header and get the all the credential values from the configured
Vault server.
VAULT_URL
URL to the Vault server API. The default value is ''.
VAULT_PATH
Configured path of the KV (ver 1) secret. The default value is 'credentials/'.
VAULT_ROLE
Configured role with the correct permissions to read the credentials secret store. There is no default value, so
the default value configured in the JWT authentication method will be used.
Vault server must configured with the JWT authentication method enabled, setting you OIDC issuer, e.g. using the
EGI Checkin issuer, and setting im as the default role:
vault write auth/jwt/config \
oidc_discovery_url="https://aai.egi.eu/oidc/" \
default_role="im"

A KV (v1) secret store must be enabled setting the desired path. In this example the default vaule credentials is
used:
vault secrets enable -version=1 -path=credentials kv

Also a policy must be created to enable the users to manage only their own credentials:
vault policy write manage-imcreds - <<EOF
path "credentials/{{identity.entity.id}}" {
capabilities = [ "create", "read", "update", "delete", "list" ]
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

}
EOF

And finally the im role to assign the policy to the JWT users:
vault write auth/jwt/role/im - <<EOF
{
"role_type": "jwt",
"policies": ["manage-imcreds"],
"token_explicit_max_ttl": 60,
"user_claim": "sub",
"bound_claims": {
"sub": "*"
},
"bound_claims_type": "glob"
}
EOF

These set of commands are only an example of how to configure the Vault server to be accesed by the IM. Read Vault
documentation for more details.
The authentication data must be stored using one item per line in the Authorization File, setting as key value the id of
the item and all the auth line (in JSON format) as the value, e.g. An auth line like that:
id = one; type = OpenNebula; host = oneserver:2633; username = user; password = pass

Must be stored in the vault KV secrect, setting one as key and this content as value:
{"id": "one", "type": "OpenNebula", "host": "oneserver:2633", "username": "user",
˓→"password": "pass"}

In all the auth lines where an access token is needed it must not be set and the IM will replace it with then access token
used to authenticate with the IM itself.

5.4.12 Virtual Machine Tags
Name of the tags that IM will add in the VMs with username, infrastructure ID, URL of the IM service, and IM name
comment or leave empty not to set them
VM_TAG_USERNAME
Name of the tag to set the IM username as tag in the IM created VMs.
VM_TAG_INF_ID
Name of the tag to set the IM infrastructure ID as tag in the IM created VMs.
VM_TAG_IM_URL
Name of the tag to set the IM URL as tag in the IM created VMs.
VM_TAG_IM
Name of the tag to set the IM string ('es.grycap.upv.im'`) as tag in the IM created VMs.

5.4. Configuration
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IM in high availability mode

From version 1.5.0 the IM service can be launched in high availability (HA) mode using a set of IM instances behind
a HAProxy load balancer. Currently only the REST API can be used in HA mode. It is a experimental issue currently
it is not intended to be used in a production installation.
This is an example of the HAProxy configuration file:
global
tune.bufsize 131072
defaults
timeout connect 600s
timeout client 600s
timeout server 600s
frontend http-frontend
mode http
bind *:8800
default_backend imbackend
backend imbackend
mode http
balance roundrobin
option httpchk GET /version
stick-table type string len 32 size 30k expire 60m
stick store-response hdr(InfID)
acl inf_id path -m beg /infrastructures/
stick on path,field(3,/) if inf_id
server im-8801 10.0.0.1:8801 check
server im-8802 10.0.0.1:8802 check
...

See more details of HAProxy configuration at HAProxy Documentation.
Also the INF_CACHE_TIME variable of the IM config file must be set to a time in seconds lower or equal to the time
set in the stick-table expire value (in the example 60m). So for this example INF_CACHE_TIME must be set to
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less than or equals to 3600.
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7

Purgue IM DB

The IM service does not remove deleted infrastructures from DB for provenance purposes. In case that you want to
remove old deleted infrastructures from the DB to reduce its size you can use the delete_old_infs script. It will
delete from DB all the infrastructures created before a specified date:
python delete_old_infs.py <date>
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8

Resource and Application Description Language (RADL)

The main purpose of the Resource and Application description Language (RADL) is to specify the requirements of the
scientific applications needed to be deployed in a virtualized computational infrastructure (cloud). Using a declarative
scheme RADL considers distinct features related to
• hardware, like CPU number, CPU architecture, and RAM size;
• software, like applications, libraries and data base systems;
• network, like network interface and DNS configuration; and
• contextualization, extra steps to set up an adequate environment for the application.
RADL is intended to be more abstract that other standards to specify virtual appliances, like OVF, and easily extensible
with other tools, like contextualization languages such as Ansible.

8.1 Basic structure
An RADL document has the next general structure:
ansible <ansible_host_id> (<features>)
network <network_id> (<features>)
system <system_id> (<features>)
configure <configure_id> (<Ansible recipes>)
contextualize [max_time] (
option <option_name> = <value>
system <system_id> configure <configure_id> [step <num>]
...
)
deploy <system_id> <num> [<cloud_id>]
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The keywords ansible, network, system and configure assign some features or recipes to an identity <id>.
The features are a list of constrains separated by and, and a constrain is form by <feature name> <operator>
<value>. For instance:
system tomcat_node (
memory.size >= 1024M and
disk.0.applications contains (name='tomcat')
)

this RADL defines a system with the feature memory.size greater or equal than 1024M and with the feature disk.
0.applications containing an element with name tomcat.
The network keyword enables to represent different networks so that the VMs can be attached to them.
The ansible keyword enables to specify external nodes that will act as the ansible master node to configure the
VMs. These nodes must be connected in a network connected will all the VMs of the infrastructure.
The sentences under the keyword contextualize indicate the recipes that will be executed during the deployment
of the virtual machine.
The deploy keyword is a request to deploy a number of virtual machines. If some identity of a cloud provider is
specified the VM will be deployed in the Cloud provider with the “id” specified.

8.2 Use Cases
RADL is not limited to deploy different configurations of virtual machines easily. In many applications infrastructures
need management during their life cycle, like deploying virtual machines with new features, changing the features of
already deployed virtual machine and undeploying some of them. Next we detail valid RADL examples for every use.

8.2.1 Create a New Infrastructure
A common RADL defines a network and at least one kind of virtual machine and deploys some virtual machines.
However the minimum RADL document to create an infrastructure is an empty one.

8.2.2 Add New Definitions
After the creation of the infrastructure, new networks, systems and recipes can be defined. The new definitions can
refer to already defined elements, but they must be mentioned. For instance, an infrastructure is created as:
network net (outbound = 'no')
system small_node (
cpu.arch = 'x86_64' and
cpu.count = 1 and
memory.size >= 512M and
net_interface.0.connection = 'net' and
disk.0.os.name = 'linux'
)

A new system with more memory and CPUs, and in the same network can be defined as:
network net
system big_node (
cpu.arch = 'x86_64' and
cpu.count = 4 and
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

memory.size >= 3G and
net_interface.0.connection = 'net' and
disk.0.os.name = 'linux'
)

8.2.3 Deploy New Virtual Machines
In the same way, new virtual machines from already defined systems can deployed. For instance, this example deploys
one small_node and other big_node:
system small_node
system big_node
deploy small_node 1
deploy big_node 1

8.3 Ansible Features
Under the keyword ansible there are the features needed to access the ansible master node with SSH. The supported
features are:
host = '<ip or hostname>' Indicate the hostname or IP to of the ansible node.
credentials.username = '<username>' Indicate the SSH username.
credentials.password = '<password>' Indicate the SSH password.
credentials.private_key = '<private_key>' Indicate the SSH private key.

8.4 Network Features
Under the keyword network there are the features describing a Local Area Network (LAN) that some virtual machines can share in order to communicate to themselves and to other external networks. The supported features are:
outbound = 'yes|no' Indicate whether the IP that will have the virtual machines in this network will be public
(accessible from any external network) or private. If yes, IPs will be public, and if no, they will be private.
The default value is no.
outports = <outports_string> Indicate the ports to be open in the VM at the Cloud provider system. Valid
formats:
• 0.0.0.0/24-8899/tcp-8899/tcp,22/tcp-22/tcp
– 8899/tcp-8899/tcp,22/tcp-22/tcp
– 8899/tcp-8899,22/tcp-22
– 8899-8899,22-22
– 8899/tcp,22/udp
– 8899,22
• 0.0.0.0/24-8899,0.0.0.0/24-22

8.3. Ansible Features
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– 9000:9100/tcp
– 9000:9100
The usage of - means port mapping the first port (remote) will be opened and redirected the the second port
(local). The usage of : means port range. It can also be specified the remote CIDR allowed to access the
specified port. The default value is ''.
provider_id = <string> Indicate the name of the network in a specific Cloud provider. In case of setting this
field in a public network in an OpenStack deployment it specifies the name of floating ip pool to get the external
floating IP. The default value is ''.
create = 'yes|no' Indicate if the IM must create the network or will try to find the most appropriate from the
existing networks. In some connectors (e.g. Azure) the networks are always created independently the value of
this parameter. The default value is 'no'.
cidr = <string> Indicate the CIDR of the network (e.g. 10.0.0.0/24) in case of network creation. Wildcards
can be used (i.e. 10.*.*.0/24) and the IM will select the first option that is not used in the current Cloud provider.
The default value is ''.
sg_name = <string> The name of the Security Group associated with the network that will be created to manage
the security in this network. The default value is ''.
router = <string> Add static routes in the network settings. Currently only supported in OpenStack, GCE and
AWS. The format is ‘net_cidr, system_name’ e.g. ‘10.1.0.0/16,front’ to route all the traffic to the net 10.1.0.0/16
through the front node, or ‘0.0.0.0/0,front’ to route all the traffic through the front node. The default value is
''.
proxy_host = <string> The URI of a node to use it as an SSH proxy to connect with nodes in private networks. Format of the URI: ‘username:password@servername:port’. The default value is ''.
proxy_key = <string> Set the private key to connect with the proxy host. If it is specified it overrides the
password set in the proxy_host url. The default value is ''.

8.5 System Features
Under the keyword system there are the features describing a virtual machine. The supported features are:
ansible_host = '<ansible_host id>' Set the ansible master node that will contextualize the virtual machine. The ansible host need to have ansible (2.0 or later) installed and the ansible.cfg file configured with
similar values than the ansible in the IM server.
image_type = vmdk|qcow|qcow2|raw Constrain the virtual machine image disk format.
virtual_system_type = '<hypervisor>-<version>' Constrain the hypervisor and the version used
to deploy the virtual machine.
price <=|=|=> <positive float value> Constrain the price per hour that will be paid, if the virtual
machine is deployed in a public cloud.
cpu.count <=|=|=> <positive integer value> Constrain the number of virtual CPUs in the virtual
machine.
cpu.arch = i686|x86_64 Constrain the CPU architecture.
cpu.performance <=|=|=> <positive float value>ECU|GCEU Constrain the total computational
performance of the virtual machine.
memory.size <=|=|=> <positive integer value>B|K|M|G Constrain the amount of RAM memory
(principal memory) in the virtual machine.
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net_interface.<netId> Features under this prefix refer to virtual network interface attached to the virtual
machine.
net_interface.<netId>.connection = <network id> Set the virtual network interface is connected
to the LAN with ID <network id>.
net_interface.<netId>.ip = <IP> Set a static IP to the interface, if it is supported by the cloud provider.
net_interface.<netId>.dns_name = <string> Set the string as the DNS name for the IP assigned to
this interface. If the string contains #N# they are replaced by a number that is distinct for every virtual machine
deployed with this system description.
availability_zone Set the availability zone or region where this VM will be launched. It only applies to Google
Cloud, Microsoft Azure, Amazon AWS, and Fogbow connectors. In the Fogbow case it specifies the site and
cloud where the VM will be launched (in format cloud@site).
instance_id Get the instance ID assigned by the Cloud provider for this VM.
instance_name Set the instance name for this VM.
instance_type Set the instance type name of this VM.
instance_tags A set of keypair values to be set to the VMs. With the following format: key=value,key2=value2
...
disk.<diskId>.<feature> Features under this prefix refer to virtual storage devices attached to the virtual
machine. disk.0 refers to system boot device.
disk.<diskId>.image.url = <url> or [comma separated list of urls] Set the source of
the disk image. The URI designates the cloud provider:
• one://<server>:<port>/<image-id>, for OpenNebula;
• one://<server>:<port>/<image-name>, for OpenNebula;
• ost://<server>:<port>/<image-id>, for OpenStack or EGI;
• aws://<region>/<ami-id>, for Amazon Web Service;
• aws://<region>/<snapshot-id>, for Amazon Web Service;
• aws://<region>/<snapshot-name>, for Amazon Web Service;
• gce://<region>/<image-id>, for Google Cloud;
• azr://<image-id>, for Microsoft Azure Clasic;
• azr://<publisher>/<offer>/<sku>/<version>, for Microsoft Azure;
• azr://[snapshots|disk]/<rgname>/<diskname>, for Microsoft Azure;
• <fedcloud_endpoint_url>/<image_id>, for FedCloud OCCI connector.
• appdb://<site_name>/<apc_name>?<vo_name>, for FedCloud OCCI, OpenStack or EGI connectors using AppDB info (from vers. 1.6.0, 1.8.6 and 1.10.2 respectively). In case of EGI connector the
vo_name is not required as it will be get from auth data.
• appdb://<apc_name>?<vo_name>, for FedCloud OCCI, OpenStack or EGI connectors without
setting site_name.
• docker://<docker_image>, for Docker images.
• fbw://<fns_server>/<image-id>, for FogBow images.
• lin://linode/<image-id>, for Linode images.
• ora://<region>/<image-id>, for Orange Flexible Engine images.

8.5. System Features
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In case of using a list of URLs, the IM will select the final image based on the credentials provided by the user.
disk.<diskId>.image.name = <string> Set the source of the disk image by its name in the VMRC server.
disk.<diskId>.device = <string> Set the device name, if it is disk with no source set. It specifies the
device where the disk will be located in the system (hdb, hdc, etc.). Depending on the Cloud provider the
meaning of this field may change. In Docker and Kubernetes connectors the device refers to a path to create a
bind in the container, if it starts with character / or the name of a volume otherwise.
disk.<diskId>.mount_path = <string> Set the mount point, if it is disk with no source set. It specifies a
path to mount the device. In Docker and Kubernetes connectors this path refers to the directory in the container
to bind the host directory specified in device.
disk.<diskId>.fstype = <string> Set the mount point, if it is disk with no source set. It specifies the
type of the filesystem of this disk. If specified the contextualization agent will try to format and mount this disk
in the path specified in mount_path field. In case of Docker the fstype refers to the driver to use in case of
using a volume.
disk.<diskId>.size = <positive integer value>B|K|M|G Set the size of the disk, if it is a disk
with no source set.
disk.<diskId>.type = <string> Set the type of the disk, if it is a disk with no source set. The types
depends on the provider: e.g. in GCE posible types are: pd-standard | pd-ssd, in EC2 possible values are:
standard | io1 | gp2. In OpenStack possible values are ephemeral, or any volume type supported by the provider.
disk.0.free_size = <positive integer value>B|K|M|G Set the free space available in boot disk.
disk.<diskId>.os.name = linux|windows|mac os x Set the operating system associated to the content of the disk.
disk.<diskId>.os.flavour = <string> Set the operating system distribution, like ubuntu, centos,
windows xp and windows 7.
disk.<diskId>.os.version = <string> Set the version of the operating system distribution, like 12.04
or 7.1.2.
disk.0.os.credentials.username = <string> and disk.0.os.credentials.password = <string>
Set a valid username and password to access the operating system with sudo privileges.

disk.0.os.credentials.public_key = <string> and disk.0.os.credentials.private_key = <string>
Set a valid public-private keypair to access the operating system with sudo privileges.

disk.0.os.credentials.new.password = <string> and disk.0.os.credentials.new.private_key = <s
Changes the credentials of the user with admin privileges.

disk.<diskId>.applications contains (name=<string>, version=<string>, preinstalled='yes|no'
Set that the disk must have installed the application with name name. Optionally a version can be specified.
Also if preinstalled is yes the application must have already installed; and if no, the application can be
installed during the contextualization of the virtual machine if it is not installed.
There are a special type of application that starts with ansible.modules.. These applications installs
ansible roles that can be used in the configure sections of the RADL. These roles will be installed with
the ansible-galaxy tool so the format of the string after ansible.modules. must follow one of the
supported formats of this tool (see Ansible Galaxy docs for more info):
There are three type of ansible modules:
• Ansible Galaxy roles: ansible.modules.micafer.hadoop: The user specifies the name of the
galaxy role afther the string ansible.modules.
• HTTP
URL:
ansible.modules.https://github.com/micafer/
ansible-role-hadoop/archive/master.tar.gz|hadoop: The user specifies an HTTP
URL afther the string ansible.modules.. The file must be compressed. It must contain the ansible
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role content. Furthermore the user can specify the rolename using a | afther the url, as shown in the
example.
• Git
Repo:
ansible.modules.git+https://github.com/micafer/
ansible-role-hadoop|hadoop: The user specifies a Git repo (using the git scheme in the
URL) afther the string ansible.modules.. Furthermore the user can specify the rolename using a |
afther the url, as shown in the example.
nat_instance = yes|no Set that this instance will be used as a NAT router for a set of nodes. It will configure
the node to enable nat with the appropriate iptables rules (experimental).
gpu.count <=|=|=> <positive integer value> Constrain the number of virtual GPUs in the virtual
machine.
gpu.vendor = <string> Constrain the vendor name of the GPU in the virtual machine like NVIDIA or AMD.
gpu.model = <string> Constrain the model name of the GPU in the virtual machine like Tesla-v100 or
Radeon RX 5000
rg_name = <string> The name of the Resource Group associated with the system. It only applies in a subset
of connectors.

8.5.1 Disk Management
In the RADL documents there are two different types of disks: disk.0 as the boot disk with the O.S. and the rest
of disks assumed as data disks. In the first case if you are using an VMRC server you can specify the features of the
requested O.S. and let VMRC to get the most suitable image:
disk.0.os.name='linux' and
disk.0.os.flavour='ubuntu' and
disk.0.os.version>='16.04'

Otherwise you can directly specify the image and, if required, the credentials to access the O.S.:
disk.0.os.name='linux' and
disk.0.image.url = 'one://someserver.com/123' and
disk.0.os.credentials.username = 'ubuntu' and
disk.0.os.credentials.password = 'somepass'

In case of the rest of disks you can specify the requirements of the data disk to be attached:
disk.1.size=1GB and
disk.1.device='hdc' and
disk.1.fstype='ext4' and
disk.1.mount_path='/mnt/disk1'

The fields fstype and mount_path are optional and they enable the IM (through Ansible) to format and mount the disk
in the specified path. The device field is optional in most of the connectors but some of them require it to correctly
attach the disk to the VM.
You can also specify an image to be attached to the VM:
disk.1.image.url = 'one://someserver.com/456' and

8.5. System Features
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8.6 Parametric Values
RADL documents can use parametric values to be requested to the user in launch time. It make easy to launch different
infrastructures without modifying the RADL document, only changing a set of values in launch time. This parametric
values are requested to the user in the launch time by the client application (CLI or Web).
This values are specified with the following syntax:
@input.<variable_name>@

In the following example the user will be asked for specifing the CPUs and the NumNodes variables (in the CLI and
in the Web Interface):
system node (
cpu.count = @input.CPUs@ and
memory.size >= 512M
)
deploy node @input.NumNodes@

8.7 Contextualization
RADL documents also enable to specify contextualization, extra steps to set up an adequate environment for the
application.

8.7.1 Configure Recipes
Contextualization recipes are specified under the keyword configure. Only Ansible and Cloud-Init recipes are
supported currently. They are enclosed between the tags @begin and @end, like that:
configure add_user1 (
@begin
--- tasks:
- user: name=user1
@end
)

password=1234

In the Ansible case, to easy some contextualization tasks, IM publishes a set of variables that can be accessed by the
recipes and have information about the virtual machine.
IM_NODE_HOSTNAME Hostname of the virtual machine (without the domain).
IM_NODE_DOMAIN Domain name of the virtual machine.
IM_NODE_FQDN Complete FQDN of the virtual machine.
IM_NODE_PRIVATE_IP Private IP of the virtual machine. In case that the VM has more that one the first one will
be returned.
IM_NODE_PUBLIC_IP Public IP of the virtual machine. In case that the VM has more that one the first one will be
returned.
IM_NODE_NUM The value of the substitution #N# in the virtual machine.
IM_NODE_CLOUD_TYPE Cloud type where the VM has been deployed.
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IM_NODE_CLOUD_SERVER Cloud server where the VM has been deployed (if available, if not this variable is not
defined).
IM_MASTER_HOSTNAME Hostname (without the domain) of the virtual machine doing the master role.
IM_MASTER_DOMAIN Domain name of the virtual machine doing the master role.
IM_MASTER_FQDN Complete FQDN of the virtual machine doing the master role.
IM_<application name>_VERSION The version installed of an application required by the virtual machine.
IM_<application name>_PATH The path to an installed application required by the virtual machine.
IM_NODE_VMID The identifier asigned by the Cloud provider to the virtual machine.
IM_NODE_NET_<iface num>_IP The IP assigned to the network interface num iface num.
IM_INFRASTRUCTURE_ID The identifier asigned by the IM to the infrastrucure this VM belongs to.
IM_INFRASTRUCTURE_RADL The RADL in JSON format: networks, systems and deploys. (from ver. 1.6.2).
It enables to use RADL values in Ansible recipes. The . in the properties are replaced by _ (e.g. net.
interface.0.dns_name is replaced by net_interface_0_dns_name). It can be used in combination with the Ansible json_query filter to extract values as shown in this example:
NODENAME: '{{IM_INFRASTRUCTURE_RADL|json_query("[?id == ''front''].net_interface_
˓→0_dns_name|[0]")}}'

Ansible json_query filter is built upon jmespath so this library must be installed on the managed node that uses
this function. IM installs it on the master VM but no in the rest of VMs. If you want to use it on other VMs you
have to prepare them installing jmespath in a previous step.

8.8 Including roles of Ansible Galaxy
To include a role available in Ansible Galaxy a special application requirement must be added: it must start with:
“ansible.modules” as shown in the following example. In this case the Ansible Galaxy role called “micafer.hadoop”
will be installed:
network net (outbound = 'yes')
system node_ubuntu (
cpu.arch = 'i686' and
memory.size >= 512M and
net_interface.0.connection = "net" and
disk.0.os.name = "linux" and
disk.0.os.flavour = "ubuntu" and
disk.0.applications contains (name="ansible.modules.micafer.hadoop")
)

Then the configuration section of the RADL can use the role as described in the role’s documentation. In the particular
case of the “micafer.hadoop” role is the following:
configure wn (
@begin
--- roles:
- { role: 'micafer.hadoop', hadoop_master: 'hadoopmaster' }
@end
)

8.8. Including roles of Ansible Galaxy
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You can request an specific version/tag/branch of a galaxy role using the following format:
disk.0.applications contains (name="ansible.modules.micafer.hadoop,v1.0.0")

8.9 Disable Contextualization
By default the contextualize is performed in all the infrastructures. If the user wants to disable this step he must add
an empty contextualize section:
contextualize ()

8.10 Advanced Contextualization
By default the IM will apply the configure section to the nodes with the same name of the system defined.
Furthermore all configure sections will be executed at the same time, in parallel.
But RADL also enables to specify the order in which the configure sections will be performed and which configure
sections will be executed to a specific type of node. It can also be specified the contextualization tool to use en each
case.
The contextualize section has the next structure:
contextualize <max_context_time> (
option <option_name> = <value>
system <system_id> configure <configure_id> [step <num>] [with (Ansible|cloud_
˓→init)]
...
)

The max_context_time value enables to set a timeout for the contextualization step to enable to kill the process
if some of the steps takes more time than expected.
The optional “option” lines enable to specify some contextualizacion option values.
Currently only
ansible_version is supported. It enables the user to specify the ansible version to be installed in the “master”
VM that will be used to configure all the VMs of the infrastructure. For example:
option ansible_version = '2.6.20'

Each line inside the contextualize section enables to specify which configure section configure_id will be applied
in the nodes of type system_id. Optionally a step number can be specified to set the execution order. For example:
system nodeA (
...
)
system nodeB (
...
)
configure conf_server (
...
)
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

configure conf_client (
...
)
configure launch_client (
...
)
contextualize 1200 (
system nodeA configure conf_server step 1
system nodeB configure conf_client step 1
system nodeB configure launch_client step 2
)

This RADL specifies that the configure section conf_server will be applied to the nodeA type nodes in the
first step. In parallel the the configure section conf_client will be applied to the nodeB type nodes. Finally
the configure section launch_client will be applied to the nodeB type nodes. This is a tipical example of a
client-server application where the client must be launched afther the server has fully configured.

8.11 Examples
8.11.1 Hello Cloud!
The next RADL is a simple example that launches two virtual machines in the default cloud provider with at least
512M of RAM:
system node (
memory.size >= 512M
)
deploy node 2

8.11.2 Deploy ten Ubuntu
The next RADL deploys ten Ubuntu of 32 bits with version 12.04 at least, that can be accessed from extern networks
and with DNS names node-0, node-1, . . . , node-9:
network net (outbound = 'yes')
system node_ubuntu (
cpu.arch = 'i686' and
memory.size >= 512M and
net_interface.0.connection = 'net' and
net_interface.0.dns_name = 'node-#N#' and
disk.0.os.name = 'linux' and
disk.0.os.flavour = 'ubuntu' and
disk.0.os.version >= '12.04' and
disk.0.applications contains (name='toncat')
)
deploy node_ubuntu 10

8.11. Examples
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8.11.3 Including a recipe from another
The next RADL defines two recipes and one of them (add_user1) is called by the other (add_torque):
configure add_user1 (
@begin
--- tasks:
- user: name=user1
@end
)

password=1234

configure add_torque (
@begin
--- tasks:
- include: add_user1.yml
- yum: pkg=${item} state=installed
with_item:
- torque-client
- torque-server
@end
)

8.11.4 Using Cloud-Init contextualization
The next RADL deploys a single node that will be configured using Cloud-Init instead of Ansible:
network privada ()
system node (
cpu.count>=1 and
...
)
configure node (
@begin
runcmd:
- [ wget, "http://slashdot.org", -O, /tmp/index.html ]
@end
)
deploy node 1
contextualize (
system node configure node with cloud_init
)

It depends on the Cloud provider to process correctly the cloud-init recipes of the configure section. More information
about Cloud-Init in Cloud-Init documentation).

8.12 JSON Version
There is a JSON version of the RADL language. It has the same semantics that the original RADL but using JSON
syntax to describe the objects. This is a complete example of the JSON format:
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[
{
"class": "ansible",
"id": "ansible_jost",
"credentials.username": "user",
"credentials.password": "pass",
"host": "server"
},
{
"class": "network",
"id": "publica",
"outbound": "yes"
},
{
"class": "system",
"cpu.arch": "x86_64",
"cpu.count_min": 1,
"disk.0.os.name": "linux",
"id": "front",
"memory.size_min": 536870912,
"net_interface.0.connection": "publica"
},
{
"class": "configure",
"id": "front",
"recipes": "\\n---\\n- roles:\\n- { role: 'micafer.hadoop', hadoop_master:
˓→'hadoopmaster', hadoop_type_of_node: 'master' }"
},
{
"class": "deploy",
"system": "front",
"vm_number": 1,
"cloud": "cloud_id"
},
{
"class": "contextualize",
"items": [
{
"configure": "front",
"system": "front",
"ctxt_tool": "Ansible"
}
]
}
]

The RADL JSON document is described as a list of objects. Each main object has a field named class that described
the type of RADL object (ansible, network, system, configure, contextualize or deploy). In case of ansible, network,
system and configure, the must also have and id field. Then the other fields correspond to the features described in the
RADL object. A particularity of the JSON format is that it does not uses the comparators (<= or >=) so it is expressed
using the _min and _max suffixes as show in the example in cpu.count_min and memory.size_min. Also
the JSON format does not use units in the amount of memory or disk size, so all these quantities are expresed in bytes.
Currently this format is only supported in the REST API (not in the native XML-RPC one).

8.12. JSON Version
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IM XML-RPC API

IM Service can be accessed through the API that follows the XML-RPC specification. The port number and the
security settings are controlled by the options listed in XML-RPC API.
The last parameter in every call refers to the credentials for the IM Service, the VMRC and cloud providers. Every
credential is represented as a struct datatype, whose keys and values are described in Authorization File. Then the
parameter is an array of these structs.

9.1 IM valid States
List of valid VM and infrastructure states:
The state can be
• pending, launched, but still in initialization stage;
• running, created successfully and running, but still in the configuration stage;
• configured, running and contextualized;
• unconfigured, running but not correctly contextualized;
• stopped, stopped or suspended;
• off, shutdown or removed from the infrastructure;
• failed, an error happened during the launching; or
• unknown, unable to obtain the status.
• deleting, in the deletion process.
The next figure shows a state diagram of virtual machine status. This figure is illustrative as if may differ
in case of Cloud Providers.
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9.2 Methods
This is the list of method names:
GetInfrastructureList
parameter 0 auth: array of structs
parameter 1 filter: (optional, default value None) string
ok response [true, infIds: array of integers]
fail response [false, error: string]
Return the ID associated to the infrastructure created by the user. In case of using a filter it will be used as a
regular expression to search in the RADL or TOSCA used to create the infrastructure.
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CreateInfrastructure
parameter 0 radl: string
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
parameter 2 async: (optional, default value False) boolean
ok response [true, infId: integer]
fail response [false, error: string]
Create and configure an infrastructure with the requirements specified in the RADL document passed as string.
Return the ID associated to the created infrastructure. If async is set to True the call will not wait the VMs to
be created.
GetInfrastructureInfo
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, vm_list: array of integers]
fail response [false, error: string]
Return a list of IDs associated to the virtual machines of the infrastructure with ID infId.
GetInfrastructureContMsg
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
parameter 2 headeronly: (optional, default value False) boolean
ok response [true, cont_out: string]
fail response [false, error: string]
Return the contextualization log associated to the infrastructure with ID infId. In case of headeronly flag
is set to True. Only the initial part of the infrastructure contextualization log will be returned (without any VM
contextualization log).
GetInfrastructureState
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, struct(state: string, vm_states: dict of integer (VM ID) to string (VM
state)]
fail response [false, error: string]
Return the aggregated state associated to the infrastructure with ID infId.
GetInfrastructureRADL
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, radl_info: string]
fail response [false, error: string]
Return a string with the original RADL specified to create the infrastructure with ID infId.
GetVMInfo

9.2. Methods
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parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 vmId: string
parameter 2 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, radl_info: string]
fail response [false, error: string]
Return a string with information about the virtual machine with ID vmId in the infrastructure with ID infId.
The returned string is in RADL format.
GetVMProperty
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 vmId: string
parameter 2 property_name: string
parameter 3 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, property_value: string]
fail response [false, error: string]
Return a string with the specific property of the RADL information about the virtual machine with ID vmId in
the infrastructure with ID infId. It enables to get a single property of the RADL of the function GetVMInfo.
GetVMContMsg
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 vmId: string
parameter 2 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, cont_msg: string]
fail response [false, error: string]
Return a string with contextualization log of the virtual machine with ID vmId in the infrastructure with ID
infId.
AlterVM
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 vmId: string
parameter 2 radl: string
parameter 3 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, struct(info: string, cloud: string, state: string)]
fail response [false, error: string]
Change the features of the virtual machine with ID vmId in the infrastructure with with ID infId, specified
by the RADL radl. Return a struct with information about the nodified virtual machine, like GetVMInfo.
DestroyInfrastructure
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
parameter 2 force: (optional, default value False) boolean
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parameter 3 async: (optional, default value False) boolean
ok response [true, string of length zero]
fail response [false, error: string]
Undeploy all the virtual machines associated to the infrastructure with ID infId. The force parameter is
optional and is a flag to specify that the infra will be from the IM although not all resources are deleted. If
async is set to True the call will not wait the infrastructure to be deleted.
AddResource
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 radl: string
parameter 2 auth: array of structs
parameter 3 context: (optional, default value True) boolean
ok response [true, infId: integer]
fail response [false, error: string]
Add the resources specified in radl to the infrastructure with ID infId. The last context parameter is
optional and is a flag to specify if the contextualization step will be launched just after the VM addition. The
default value is True. The deploy instructions in the radl must refer to systems already defined. If all the
systems defined in radl are new, they will be added. Otherwise the new systems defined will be ignored. All
the systems specified in the deploy must be specified in the radl. If they has been already defined only a
reference is needed. This is a simple example to deploy one new VM from an alreay defined system:
network public
system node
deploy node 1

RemoveResource
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 vmIds: string
parameter 2 auth: array of structs
parameter 3 context: (optional, default value True) boolean
ok response [true, integer]
fail response [false, error: string]
Updeploy the virtual machines with IDs in vmIds associated to the infrastructure with ID infId. The different
virtual machine IDs in vmIds are separated by commas. On success it returns the number of VMs that have
been undeployed. The last context parameter is optional and is a flag to specify if the contextualization step
will be launched just after the VM addition. The default value is True.
StopInfrastructure
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, string of length zero]
fail response [false, error: string]
Stop (but do not undeploy) all the virtual machines associated to the infrastructure with ID infId. They can
resume by StartInfrastructure.

9.2. Methods
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StopVM
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 vmId: integer
parameter 2 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, string of length zero]
fail response [false, error: string]
Stop (but do not undeploy) the specified virtual machine with ID vmId associated to the infrastructure with ID
infId. They can resume by StartVM.
StartInfrastructure
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, string of length zero]
fail response [false, error: string]
Resume all the virtual machines associated to the infrastructure with ID infId, previously stopped by StopInfrastructure.
StartVM
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 vmId: integer
parameter 2 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, string of length zero]
fail response [false, error: string]
Resume the specified virtual machine with ID vmId associated to the infrastructure with ID infId, previously
stopped by StopInfrastructure or StopVM.
RebootVM
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 vmId: integer
parameter 2 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, string of length zero]
fail response [false, error: string]
Reboot the specified virtual machine with ID vmId associated to the infrastructure with ID infId.
Reconfigure
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 radl: string
parameter 2 auth: array of structs
parameter 3 vm_list: (optional, default value None) array of integers
ok response [true, string of length zero]
fail response [false, error: string]
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Update the infrastructure with ID infId using the configuration sections in the RADL radl. Some virtual
machines associated to the infrastructure may be reconfigured. The last vm_list parameter is optional and is
a list integers specifying the IDs of the VMs to reconfigure. The default value is None that means that all the
VMs will be reconfigured.
ExportInfrastructure
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 delete: bool
parameter 2 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, string]
fail response [false, error: string]
Return the serialization of the infrastructure with ID infId. If delete is true, the infrastructure is marked
as deleted after that (and no machine is undeployed). This function is useful to transfer the control of an
infrastructure to other IM server. See ImportInfrastructure.
ImportInfrastructure
parameter 0 strInf: string
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, infId: integer]
fail response [false, error: string]
Take control of the infrastructure serialized in strInf and return the ID associated in the server. See ExportInfrastructure.
CreateDiskSnapshot
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 vmId: integer
parameter 2 diskNum: integer
parameter 3 imageName: string
parameter 4 autoDelete: boolean
parameter 5 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, string]
fail response [false, error: string]
Create a snapshot of the specified diskNum in the VM vmId of the infrastructure with ID infId`. The
``autoDelete flag specifies that the snapshot will be deleted when the infrastructure is destroyed. It returns
the image url of the new created image in IM format (see disk.<diskId>.image.url format in RADL).
GetCloudImageList
parameter 0 cloudId: integer
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
parameter 2 filters: (optional, default value None) struct
ok response [true, imageUrls: array of structs]
fail response [false, error: string]
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Get the list of available images in the specified cloud provider. The optional filters parameter enables filterin the
list of images. This field is cloud provider specific (e.g. {"region": "<region_name>"} for Amazon
EC2, GCE or Azure). The id cloudId is relative to the id field in the auth paramater. Response format:
[
{
"uri" : "ost://hostname/image-id1",
"name" : "Image Name1"
},
{
"uri" : "ost://hostname/image-id2",
"name" : "Image Name2"
}
]

GetCloudQuotas
parameter 0 cloudId: integer
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, struct]
fail response [false, error: string]
Get available and used resources for the current user in the specified cloud provider. The id cloudId is relative
to the id field in the auth paramater. Response format:
{
"cores": {"used": 1, "limit": 10},
"ram": {"used": 1, "limit": 10},
"instances": {"used": 1, "limit": 10},
"floating_ips": {"used": 1, "limit": 10},
"security_groups": {"used": 1, "limit": 10}
}

ChangeInfrastructureAuth
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 newAuth: array of structs
parameter 2 overwrite: boolean
parameter 3 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, string of length zero]
fail response [false, error: string]
Change the authentication data of the infrastructure with ID infId. using the newAuth provider. If
overwrite is true, the authentication data will be overwrited otherwise it will be appended.
GetInfrastructureOwners
parameter 0 infId: integer
parameter 1 auth: array of structs
ok response [true, list of strings]
fail response [false, error: string]
Return the list of current owners of the infrastructure with ID infId.
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IM REST API

Optionally, IM Service can be accessed through a REST(ful) API. The port number and the security settings are
controlled by the options listed in REST API.
In the following link you can follow the IM REST API in Swaggerhub: Swagger API.
Every HTTP request must be accompanied by the header AUTHORIZATION with the content of the Authorization
File, but putting all the elements in one line using “\n” as separator. If the content cannot be parsed successfully, or the
user and password are not valid, it is returned the HTTP error code 401. In case that Vault support has been configured
(Vault Configuration) also a Bearer authorization header is supported, using the same access token to authenticate with
the Vault server.
Next tables summaries the resources and the HTTP methods available.
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HTTP method
GET

/infrastructures

/infrastructures/<infId>

/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>

List the infrastructure
IDs.

List the virtual machines
in the infrastructure
infId

Get information
associated to the
virtual machine vmId in
infId.

Create a new
infrastructure
based on the RADL or
TOSCA
posted.

Add or Remove virtual
machines based on the
RADL
or TOSCA posted.

Modify the virtual
machine based on
the RADL or TOSCA
posted.

Undeploy all the virtual
machines in the
infrastructure.

Undeploy the virtual
machine.

POST

PUT
Import an infrastructure
from another IM instance
DELETE

HTTP method
PUT

/infrastructures/<infId>/stop/infrastructures/<infId>/start/infrastructures/<infId>/reconfigure
Stop the infrastructure.

HTTP method
PUT

Start the infrastructure.

Reconfigure the
infrastructure.

/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>/stop
/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>/start
/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>/reboo
Stop the machine vmId
in infId.

HTTP method
PUT

Start the machine vmId
in infId.

Reboot the machine
vmId in infId.

/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>/disks/<diskNum>/snapshot
Create an snapshot of the disk diskNum of the
machine vmId in infId.

The error message returned by the service will depend on the Accept header of the request:
• text/plain: (default option).
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• application/json: The request has a “Accept” header with value “application/json”. In this case the format will
be:
{
"message": "Error message text",
"code" : 400
}

• text/html: The request has a “Accept” with value to “text/html”.
GET http://imserver.com/infrastructures
Response Content-type text/uri-list or application/json
input fields filter (optional)
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 400
Return a list of URIs referencing the infrastructures associated to the IM user. In case of using a filter it will be
used as a regular expression to search in the RADL or TOSCA used to create the infrastructure. The result is
JSON format has the following format:
{
"uri-list": [
{ "uri" : "http://server.com:8800/infrastructures/inf_id1" },
{ "uri" : "http://server.com:8800/infrastructures/inf_id2" }
]
}

POST http://imserver.com/infrastructures
body RADL or TOSCA document
body Content-type text/plain, application/json or text/yaml
input fields async (optional)
Response Content-type text/uri-list
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 400, 415
Create and configure an infrastructure with the requirements specified in the RADL (in plain RADL or in JSON
formats) or TOSCA document of the body contents.
The async parameter is optional and is a flag to specify if the call will not wait the VMs to be created.
Acceptable values: yes, no, true, false, 1 or 0. If not specified the flag is set to False.
If success, it is returned the URI of the new infrastructure. The result is JSON format has the following format:
{
"uri" : "http://server.com:8800/infrastructures/inf_id
}

PUT http://imserver.com/infrastructures
body JSON data of the infrastructure
body Content-type application/json
Response Content-type text/uri-list
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ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 400, 415
Take control of the infrastructure serialized in in the body and return the ID associated in the server. (See GET
/infrastructures/<infId>/data).
If success, it is returned the URI of the new infrastructure. The result is JSON format has the following format:
{
"uri" : "http://server.com:8800/infrastructures/inf_id
}

GET http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>
Response Content-type text/uri-list or application/json
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400
Return a list of URIs referencing the virtual machines associated to the infrastructure with ID infId. The
result is JSON format has the following format:
{
"uri-list": [
{ "uri" : "http://server.com:8800/infrastructures/inf_id/vms/0" },
{ "uri" : "http://server.com:8800/infrastructures/inf_id/vms/1" }
]
}

GET http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/<property_name>
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
input fields headeronly (optional)
fail response 401, 404, 400, 403
Return property property_name associated to the infrastructure with ID infId. It has the following properties::
outputs in case of TOSCA documents it will return a JSON object with the outputs of the
TOSCA document.
contmsg a string with the contextualization message. In case of headeronly flag is set to
‘yes’, ‘true’ or ‘1’ only the initial part of the infrastructure contextualization log will be
returned (without any VM contextualization log).
radl a string with the original specified RADL of the infrastructure.
tosca a string with the TOSCA representation of the infrastructure.
data a string with the JSOMN serialized data of the infrastructure. In case of delete flag is
set to ‘yes’, ‘true’ or ‘1’ the data not only will be exported but also the infrastructure will be
set deleted (the virtual infrastructure will not be modified).
authorization a list of strings with the current owners of the infrastructure.
state a JSON object with two elements:
state a string with the aggregated state of the infrastructure (see list of valid states in
IM valid States).
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vm_states a dict indexed with the VM ID and the value the VM state (see list of
valid states in IM valid States).
The result is JSON format has the following format:
{
["radl"|"tosca"|"state"|"contmsg"|"outputs"|"data"|"authorization"]: <property_
value>

˓→

}

POST http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/authorization
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
body Content-type application/json
input fields overwrite (optional)
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 404, 400, 403
Change the authorization data of the infrastructure with ID infId. using the authorization data provided in
the body call. The overwrite parameter is optional and is a flag to specify if the authorization data will be
overwrited or will be appended. Acceptable values: yes, no, true, false, 1 or 0. If not specified the flag is set to
True.
The body JSON format has the following format:
{
"username": "new_username",
"password": "new_password"
}

or:
{
"token": "valid_oidc_access_token"
}

POST http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>
body RADL or TOSCA document
body Content-type text/plain, application/json or text/yaml
input fields context (optional)
Response Content-type text/uri-list
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400, 415
Add the resources specified in the body contents (in TOSCA, RADL plain or in JSON formats) to the infrastructure with ID infId. Using RADL the RADL restrictions are the same as in RPC-XML AddResource.
Using TOSCA as input this method can be used to add or remove resources depending on the number of resources specified in the new TOSCA document sent. If new nodes are added in the body compared with the last
TOSCA sent to the IM, these new nodes will be added. For example an infrastructure has been created with this
TOSCA document: tosca_create.yml it launches one DB server and one Web server. If this TOSCA document
is sent as body of this POST function: tosca_add.yml, a new web server will be added as the number of web
servers has been increased to two (count parameter of scalable capability). However if this document is
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sent after the node addition (the number of web servers will be two): tosca_remove.yml , a web server (the VM
with the ID 2 as specified in the removal_list parameter) will be removed.
If success, it is returned a list of URIs of the new virtual machines. The context parameter is optional and
is a flag to specify if the contextualization step will be launched just after the VM addition. Acceptable values:
yes, no, true, false, 1 or 0. If not specified the flag is set to True. The result is JSON format has the following
format:
{
"uri-list": [
{ "uri" : "http://server.com:8800/infrastructures/inf_id/vms/2" },
{ "uri" : "http://server.com:8800/infrastructures/inf_id/vms/3" }
]
}

PUT http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/stop
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400
Perform the stop action in all the virtual machines in the the infrastructure with ID infID. If the operation
has been performed successfully the return value is an empty string.
PUT http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/start
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400
Perform the start action in all the virtual machines in the the infrastructure with ID infID. If the operation
has been performed successfully the return value is an empty string.
PUT http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/reconfigure
body RADL document
body Content-type text/plain or application/json
input fields vm_list (optional)
Response Content-type text/plain
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400, 415
Perform the reconfigure action in all the virtual machines in the the infrastructure with ID infID. It
updates the configuration of the infrastructure as indicated in the body contents (in plain RADL or in JSON
formats). The RADL restrictions are the same as in RPC-XML Reconfigure. If no RADL are specified, the
contextualization process is stated again. The vm_list parameter is optional and is a coma separated list of
IDs of the VMs to reconfigure. If not specified all the VMs will be reconfigured. If the operation has been
performed successfully the return value is an empty string.
DELETE http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>
input fields force (optional), async (optional)
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
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fail response 401, 403, 404, 400
Undeploy the virtual machines associated to the infrastructure with ID infId. If the operation has been performed successfully The force parameter is optional and is a flag to specify that the infra will be from the IM
although not all resources are deleted. The return value is an empty string. If async is set to True the call will
not wait the infrastructure to be deleted.
GET http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400
Return information about the virtual machine with ID vmId associated to the infrastructure with ID infId.
The returned string is in RADL format, either in plain RADL or in JSON formats. See more the details of the
output in GetVMInfo. The result is JSON format has the following format:
{
"radl": "<radl_in_json>"
}

PUT http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>
body RADL document
body Content-type text/plain or application/json
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400, 415
Change the features of the virtual machine with ID vmId in the infrastructure with with ID infId, specified by
the RADL radl. Return then information about the nodified virtual machine. The returned string is in RADL
format, either in plain RADL or in JSON formats. See more the details of the output in GetVMInfo. The result
is JSON format has the following format:
{
"radl": "<radl_in_json>"
}

GET http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>/<property_name>
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400
Return property property_name from to the virtual machine with ID vmId associated to the infrastructure
with ID infId. It also has one special property contmsg that provides a string with the contextualization
message of this VM. The result is JSON format has the following format:
{
"<property_name>": "<property_value>"
}

DELETE http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>
input fields context (optional)
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Response Content-type text/plain
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400
Undeploy the virtual machine with ID vmId associated to the infrastructure with ID infId. If vmId is a
comma separated list of VM IDs, all the VMs of this list will be undeployed. The context parameter is
optional and is a flag to specify if the contextualization step will be launched just after the VM addition. Acceptable values: yes, no, true, false, 1 or 0. If not specified the flag is set to True. If the operation has been
performed successfully the return value is an empty string.
PUT http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>/start
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400
Perform the start action in the virtual machine with ID vmId associated to the infrastructure with ID infId.
If the operation has been performed successfully the return value is an empty string.
PUT http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>/stop
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400
Perform the stop action in the virtual machine with ID vmId associated to the infrastructure with ID infId.
If the operation has been performed successfully the return value is an empty string.
PUT http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>/reboot
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 403, 404, 400
Perform the reboot action in the virtual machine with ID vmId associated to the infrastructure with ID
infId. If the operation has been performed successfully the return value is an empty string.
GET http://imserver.com/version
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
fail response 400
Return the version of the IM service. The result is JSON format has the following format:
{
"version": "1.4.4"
}

PUT http://imserver.com/infrastructures/<infId>/vms/<vmId>/disks/<diskNum>/snapshot
Response Content-type text/plain or application/json
ok response 200 OK
input fields image_name (mandatory), auto_delete (optional)
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fail response 401, 403, 404, 400
Create a snapshot of the specified diskNum in the VM vmId of the infrastructure with ID infId.
The autoDelete flag specifies that the snapshot will be deleted when the infrastructure is destroyed (default
value false). If the operation has been performed successfully the return value is the image url of the new created
image in IM format (see disk.<diskId>.image.url format in RADL).
GET http://imserver.com/clouds/<cloudId>/images
Response Content-type application/json
ok response 200 OK
input fields filters (optional)
fail response 401, 400
Return a list of URIs referencing the images available in the specified cloud provider cloudId. The optional
filters parameter enables filterin the list of images. It is a comma separated list of keypair values (key1=val1,
key2=value2). This field is cloud provider specific (e.g. region=region_name for Amazon EC2, GCE
or Azure). The id cloudId is relative to the id field in the AUTHORIZATION header. The result is JSON
format has the following format:
{

“images”:
[
{ “uri” : “ost://hostname/image-id1”, “name” : “Image Name1”
}, {
“uri” : “ost://hostname/image-id2”, “name” : “Image Name2”
}
]
}
GET http://imserver.com/clouds/<cloudId>/quotas
Response Content-type application/json
ok response 200 OK
fail response 401, 400
Get the used and available resources in the specified cloud provider cloudId. The id cloudId is relative to
the id field in the AUTHORIZATION header. The result is JSON format has the following format:
{
"quotas": {
"cores": {"used": 1, "limit": 10},
"ram": {"used": 1, "limit": 10},
"instances": {"used": 1, "limit": 10},
"floating_ips": {"used": 1, "limit": 10},
"security_groups": {"used": 1, "limit": 10}
}
}
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CHAPTER

11

IM Command-line Interface (CLI)

The im_client is a CLI client that uses XML-RPC or REST APIs of IM Server.

11.1 Installation
11.1.1 Prerequisites
The im_client needs at least Python 2.4 to run.
It is also required to install the RADL parser (https://github.com/grycap/radl), available in pip as the ‘RADL’ package.
It is also required the Python Requests library (http://docs.python-requests.org/) available as ‘python-requests’ in O.S.
packages or ‘requests’ in pip.

11.1.2 Optional packages
In case of using the SSL secured version of the XMLRPC API the SpringPython framework (http://springpython.
webfactional.com/) must be installed.

11.1.3 Installing
From pip
You only have to call the install command of the pip tool with the IM-client package:
$ pip install IM-client
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From source
Download de source code from the Github repo: https://github.com/grycap/im-client/releases. Then you only need to
install the tar-gziped file to any directoy:
$ tar xvzf IM-client-X.XX.tar.gz

11.1.4 Configuration
To avoid typing the parameters in all the client calls. The user can define a config file “im_client.cfg” in the current directory or a file “.im_client.cfg” in their home directory. In the config file the user can specify the following
parameters:
[im_client]
# only set one of the urls
#xmlrpc_url=http://localhost:8899
restapi_url=http://localhost:8800
auth_file=auth.dat
xmlrpc_ssl_ca_certs=/tmp/pki/ca-chain.pem

11.2 Invocation
The im_client is called like this:
$ im_client.py [-u|--xmlrpc-url <url>] [-r|--restapi-url <url>] [-v|--verify-ssl] [˓→a|--auth_file <filename>] operation op_parameters

-u|--xmlrpc-url url
URL to the XML-RPC service. This option or the ‘ -r‘ one must be specified.
-r|--rest-url url
URL to the REST API on the IM service. This option or the ‘ -u‘ one must be specified.
-v|--verify-ssl
Verify the certificates of the SSL connection. The default value is False,
-a|--auth_file filename
Path to the authorization file, see Authorization File. This option is compulsory.
operation
list filter List the infrastructure IDs created by the user. The filter parameter is optional and is a
regex that will be used to filter the list of infrastructures.
create inputfile async_flag Create an infrastructure using RADL/TOSCA specified in the file with
path inputfile. The async_flag parameter is optional and is a flag to specify if the creation call
will wait the resources to be created or return immediately the id of the infrastructure.
destroy infId Destroy the infrastructure with ID infId.
getinfo infId Show the information about all the virtual machines associated to the infrastructure with
ID infId.
getcontmsg infId Show the contextualization message of the infrastructure with ID id.
getstate infId Show the state of the infrastructure with ID id.
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getoutputs <infId> Show the outputs of infrastructure with ID infId (Only in case of TOSCA docs
with REST API).
getvminfo infId vmId Show the information associated to the virtual machine with ID vmId associated
to the infrastructure with ID infId.
getvmcontmsg infId vmId Show the contextualization message of the virtual machine with ID vmId
associated to the infrastructure with ID infId.
addresource infId radlfile ctxt_flag Add to infrastructure with ID infId the resources specifies in the RADL file with path radlfile. The ctxt_flag parameter is optional and is a flag to
specify if the contextualization step will be launched just after the VM addition. If not specified the contextualization step will be launched.
removeresource infId vmId ctxt_flag Destroy the virtual machine with ID vmId in the infrastructure with ID infId. The ctxt_flag parameter is optional and is a flag to specify if the contextualization step will be launched just after the VM addition. If not specified the contextualization step will be
launched.
start infId Resume all the virtual machines associated to the infrastructure with ID infId, stopped previously by the operation stop.
stop infId Stop (but not remove) the virtual machines associated to the infrastructure with ID infId.
alter infId vmId radlfile Modify the specification of the virtual machine with ID vmId associated
to the infrastructure with ID vmId, using the RADL specification in file with path radlfile.
reconfigure radl_file infId vm_list Reconfigure the infrastructure with ID infId and also
update the configuration data specified in the optional radl_file. The last vm_list parameter is
optional and is a list integers specifying the IDs of the VMs to reconfigure. If not specified all the VMs
will be reconfigured.
startvm infId vmId Resume the specified virtual machine vmId associated to the infrastructure with ID
infId, stopped previously by the operation stop.
stopvm infId vmId Stop (but not remove) the specified virtual machine vmId associated to the infrastructure with ID infrastructure with ID infId.
rebootvm infId vmId Reboot the specified virtual machine vmId associated to the infrastructure with
ID infrastructure with ID infId.
sshvm infId vmId [show_only] Connect with SSH with the specified virtual machine vmId associated to the infrastructure with ID infrastructure with ID infId. The show_only parameter is optional
and is a flag to specify if ssh command will only be shown in stdout instead of executed.
export infId delete Export the data of the infrastructure with ID infId. The delete parameter is
optional and is a flag to specify if the infrastructure will be deleted from the IM service (the VMs are not
deleted).
import json_file Import the data of an infrastructure previously exported with the previous function.
The json_file is a file with the data generated with the export function.
wait infId [max_time] Wait infrastructure with ID infId to get a final state. It will return code 0 if
it becomes configured or 1 otherwhise. Optional parameter max_time to set the max time to wait.
create_wait_outputs inputfile This operation is a combination of the create, wait and getoutputs
functions. First it creates the infrastructure using the specified inputfile, then waits for it to be configured, and finally gets the TOSCA outputs. In case of failure in then infrastructure creation step only the
error message will be returned. The results will be returned to stdout in json format:
{"infid": "ID", "error": "Error message"}

11.2. Invocation
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11.3 Authorization File
To access the IM service an authentication file must be created. It must have one line per authentication element.
It must have at least one line with the authentication data for the IM service and another one for the Cloud/s
provider/s the user want to access.
The authorization file stores in plain text the credentials to access the cloud providers, the IM service and the VMRC
service. Each line of the file is composed by pairs of key and value separated by semicolon, and refers to a single
credential. The key and value should be separated by ” = “, that is an equals sign preceded and followed by one
white space at least, like this:
id = id_value ; type = value_of_type ; username = value_of_username ; password =
˓→value_of_password

Values can contain “=”, and “\n” is replaced by carriage return. You can also delimit the values using single or double
quotes (e.g. if a semicolon or some quote character appear in a value)(from version 1.6.6):
id = id_value ; type = value_of_type ; username = value_of_username ; password =
˓→'some;"password'
id = id_value ; type = value_of_type ; username = value_of_username ; password =
˓→"some;'password"

The available keys are:
• type indicates the service that refers the credential. The services supported are InfrastructureManager,
VMRC, OpenNebula, EC2„ FogBow, OpenStack, OCCI, LibCloud, Docker, GCE, Azure,
Kubernetes, vSphere, Linode, Orange, EGI, Vault and Lambda.
• username indicates the user name associated to the credential. In EC2 and Lambda it refers to the Access Key
ID. In GCE it refers to Service Account’s Email Address. In CloudStack and Linode refers to Api Key value.
• password indicates the password associated to the credential. In EC2 and Lambda it refers to the Secret
Access Key. In GCE it refers to Service Private Key (either in JSON or PKCS12 formats). See how to get it and
how to extract the private key file from here info). In CloudStack refers to Secret Key value.
• tenant indicates the tenant associated to the credential. This field is only used in the OpenStack, Orange and
Azure plugins.
• host indicates the address of the access point to the cloud provider. In case of EGI connector it indicates the
site name. This field is not used in IM, GCE, Azure, Orange, Linode, and EC2 credentials.
• proxy indicates the content of the proxy file associated to the credential. To refer to a file you must use the
function “file(/tmp/proxyfile.pem)” as shown in the example. This field is used in the OCCI and OpenStack
plugins.
• project indicates the project name associated to the credential. This field is only used in the GCE or OCCI
(from version 1.6.3) plugins.
• public_key indicates the content of the public key file associated to the credential. To refer to a file you must
use the function “file(cert.pem)” as shown in the example. This field is used in the Docker plugin.
• private_key indicates the content of the private key file associated to the credential. To refer to a file you
must use the function “file(key.pem)” as shown in the example. This field is used in the Docker plugin.
• id associates an identifier to the credential. The identifier should be used as the label in the deploy section in
the RADL. The id field MUST start by a letter (not a number).
• subscription_id indicates the subscription_id associated to the credential. This field is only used in the
Azure plugin. To create a user to use the Azure plugin check the documentation of the Azure python SDK: here
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• client_id indicates the client ID associated to the credential. This field is only used in the Azure plugin. To
create a user to use the Azure plugin check the documentation of the Azure python SDK: here
• secret indicates the client secret associated to the credential. This field is only used in the Azure plugin. To
create a user to use the Azure plugin check the documentation of the Azure python SDK: here
• token indicates the OpenID token associated to the credential. This field is used in the EGI, OCCI plugins
and also to authenticate with the InfrastructureManager. To refer to the output of a command you must use the
function “command(command)” as shown in the examples.
• vo indicates the VO name associated to the credential. This field is used in the EGI plugin.
• path indicates the Vault path to read user credentials credential. This field is used in the Vault type. This field
is optional with default value credentials/.
• role indicates the Vault role to read user credentials credential. This field is used in the Vault and Lambda
types. In case of Vault this field is optional with default value im. In case of Lambda is mandatory and it
indicates the arn of the IAM role created to correcly execute Lambda functions (see here how to configure it).

11.3.1 Vault Credentials support
The IM also supports to read user credentials from a Vault server instead of passing all the information in the authorization file. See Vault Configuration to configure the Vault support to the IM server.

11.3.2 OpenStack additional fields
OpenStack has a set of additional fields to access a cloud site:
• domain the domain name associated to the credential. The default value is: Default.
• auth_version the auth version used to connect with the Keystone server. The possible values are: 2.
0_password, 2.0_voms, 3.x_password or 3.x_oidc_access_token. The default value is 2.
0_password.
• api_version the api version used to connect with nova endpoint. The possible values are: 1.0, 1.1, 2.0`,
``2.1 or 2.2. The default value is 2.0.
• base_url base URL to the OpenStack API nova endpoint. By default, the connector obtains API endpoint
URL from the server catalog, but if this argument is provided, this step is skipped and the provided value is used
directly. The value is: http://cloud_server.com:8774/v2/<tenant_id>.
• network_url base URL to the OpenStack API neutron endpoint. By default, the connector obtains API
endpoint URL from the server catalog, but if this argument is provided, this step is skipped and the provided
value is used directly. The value is: http://cloud_server.com:9696.
• image_url base URL to the OpenStack API glance endpoint. By default, the connector obtains API endpoint
URL from the server catalog, but if this argument is provided, this step is skipped and the provided value is used
directly. The value is: http://cloud_server.com:9292.
• volume_url base URL to the OpenStack API cinder endpoint. By default, the connector obtains API endpoint
URL from the server catalog, but if this argument is provided, this step is skipped and the provided value is used
directly. The value is: http://cloud_server.com:8776/v2/<tenant_id>.
• service_region the region of the cloud site (case sensitive). It is used to obtain the API endpoint URL.
The default value is: RegionOne.
• service_name the service name used to obtain the API endpoint URL. The default value is: Compute.
From version 1.5.3 a special name None can be used to use a Null\None value as the service name as it is
used for example in the Open Telekom Cloud.

11.3. Authorization File
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• auth_token token which is used for authentication. If this argument is provided, normal authentication flow
is skipped and the OpenStack API endpoint is directly hit with the provided token. Normal authentication
flow involves hitting the auth service (Keystone) with the provided username and password and requesting an
authentication token.
• tenant_domain_id tenant domain id to set to the identity service. Some cloud providers require the tenant
domain id to be provided at authentication time. Others will use a default tenant domain id if none is provided.
OpenID Connect OpenStack sites
To connect with OpenStack sites that supports OpenID Connect some of the previous parameters has a diferent meaning:
• username: Specifies the identity provider.
• tenant: Specifies the authentication protocol to use (tipically oidc or openid).
• password: Specifies the OpenID access token.
So the auth line will be like that:
id = ost; type = OpenStack; host = https://ostserver:5000; username = indentity_
˓→provider; tenant = oidc; password = access_token_value; auth_version = 3.x_oidc_
˓→access_token

INDIGO specific parameters
To use the INDIGO IAM to authenticate with a Keystone server properly configured following this guidelines. In this
case the OpenID parameters are the following:
• username: indigo-dc.
• tenant: oidc.
• password: Specifies the INDIGO IAM access token.
So the auth line will be like that:
id = ost; type = OpenStack; host = https://ostserver:5000; username = indigo-dc;
˓→tenant = oidc; password = iam_token_value; auth_version = 3.x_oidc_access_token

EGI FedCloud specific parameters
To use the EGI CheckIn to authenticate with a Keystone server properly configured the parameters are the following
(see more info at EGI Documentation):
• username: egi.eu.
• tenant: openid.
• password: Specifies the EGI CheckIn access token.
• domain: Specifies the OpenStack project to use. This parameter is optional. If not set the first project returned
by Keystone will be selected.
So the auth line will be like that:
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id = ost; type = OpenStack; host = https://ostserver:5000; username = egi.eu; tenant
˓→= openid; password = egi_aai_token_value; auth_version = 3.x_oidc_access_token;
˓→domain = project_name

From IM version 1.10.2 the EGI connector is available and you can also use this kind of auth line:
id = egi; type = EGI; host = CESGA; vo = vo.access.egi.eu; token = egi_aai_token_value

In this case the information needed to access the OpenStack API of the EGI FedCloud site will be obtained from
AppDB REST API). This connector is recommended for non advanced users. If you can get the data to access the
OpenStack API directly it is recommened to use it.
Open Telekom Cloud
The Open Telekom Cloud (OTC) is the cloud provided by T-Systems. It is based on OpenStack and it can be accessed
using the OpenStack IM connector using an authorization line similar to the following example:
id = otc; type = OpenStack; host = https://iam.eu-de.otc.t-systems.com:443 ; username
˓→= user; password = pass; tenant = tenant; domain = domain; auth_version = 3.x_
˓→password; service_name = None; service_region = eu-de

You can get the username, password, tenant and domain values from the My Credentials section of your OTC
access.

11.3.3 Examples
An example of the auth file:
# InfrastructureManager auth
type = InfrastructureManager; username = user; password: pass
type = InfrastructureManager: token = access_token_value
# Having at least one of the two lines above is mandatory for all auth files.
# The lines below are concrete examples for each infrastructure. Please add only the
˓→ones that are relevant to you.
# Vault auth
type = Vault; host = https://vault.com:8200; token = access_token_value; role = role;
˓→path = path
# OpenNebula site
id = one; type = OpenNebula; host = osenserver:2633; username = user; password = pass
# OpenStack site using standard user, password, tenant format
id = ost; type = OpenStack; host = https://ostserver:5000; username = user; password
˓→= pass; tenant = tenant
# OpenStack site using VOMS proxy authentication
id = ostvoms; type = OpenStack; proxy = file(/tmp/proxy.pem); host = https://
˓→keystone:5000; tenant = tname
# OpenStack site using OIDC authentication for EGI Sites
id = ost; type = OpenStack; host = https://ostserver:5000; username = egi.eu; tenant
˓→= openid; password = command(oidc-token OIDC_ACCOUNT); auth_version = 3.x_oidc_
˓→access_token; domain = project_name_or_id
# OpenStack site using OpenID authentication
id = ost; type = OpenStack; host = https://ostserver:5000; username = indentity_
˓→provider; tenant = oidc; password = access_token_value; auth_version = 3.x_oidc_
˓→access_token
# IM auth data
(continues on next page)
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id = im; type = InfrastructureManager; username = user; password = pass
# IM auth data with OIDC token
id = im; type = InfrastructureManager; token = access_token_value
# VMRC auth data
id = vmrc; type = VMRC; host = http://server:8080/vmrc; username = user; password =
˓→pass
# EC2 auth data
id = ec2; type = EC2; username = ACCESS_KEY; password = SECRET_KEY
# Google compute auth data
id = gce; type = GCE; username = username.apps.googleusercontent.com; password = pass;
˓→ project = projectname
# Docker site with certificates
id = docker; type = Docker; host = http://host:2375; public_key = file(/tmp/cert.pem);
˓→ private_key = file(/tmp/key.pem)
# Docker site without SSL security
id = docker; type = Docker; host = http://host:2375
# OCCI VOMS site auth data
id = occi; type = OCCI; proxy = file(/tmp/proxy.pem); host = https://server.com:11443
# OCCI OIDC site auth data
id = occi; type = OCCI; token = token; host = https://server.com:11443
# Azure site userpass auth data (old method)
id = azure_upo; type = Azure; subscription_id = subscription-id; username =
˓→user@domain.com; password = pass
# Azure site userpass auth data
id = azure_up; type = Azure; subscription_id = subscription-id; username =
˓→user@domain.com; password = pass; client_id=clientid
# Azure site site credential auth data
id = azure_sc; type = Azure; subscription_id = subscription-id; client_id=clientid;
˓→secret=client_secret; tenant=tenant_id
# Kubernetes site auth data
id = kub; type = Kubernetes; host = http://server:8080; token = auth_token
# FogBow auth data
id = fog; type = FogBow; host = http://server:8182; proxy = file(/tmp/proxy.pem)
# vSphere site auth data
id = vsphere; type = vSphere; host = http://server; username = user; password = pass
# CloudStack site auth data
id = cloudstack; type = CloudStack; host = http://server; username = apikey; password
˓→= secret
# Linode auth data
id = linode; type = Linode; username = apikey
# Orange Flexible Cloud auth data
id = orange; type = Orange; username = usern; password = pass; domain = DOMAIN;
˓→region = region; tenant = tenant
# EGI auth data
id = egi; type = EGI; host = SITE_NAME; vo = vo_name; token = egi_aai_token_value
# EGI auth data command
id = egi; type = EGI; host = SITE_NAME; vo = vo_name; token = command(oidc-token OIDC_
˓→ACCOUNT)
# OSCAR auth data command
id = oscar; type = OSCAR; host = http://oscar.com; username = oscar; password =
˓→oscar123
# Lambda auth data
id = lambda; type = Lambda; username = ACCESS_KEY; password = SECRET_KEY; role =
˓→arn:aws:iam::000000000000:role/lambda-role-name

IM Server does not store the credentials used in the creation of infrastructures. Then the user has to provide them in
every call of im_client.
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12

IM Web Interface

The IM Web client is a graphical interface to access the XML-RPC or REST APIs of IM Server.

12.1 Installation
12.1.1 Prerequisites
IM web interface is based on PHP, so a web server (e.g. Apache) with PHP support must be installed.
Also the mcrypt PHP modules must be installed and enabled.
It is also required to install the PHP module to access SQLite databases.
In case of using the REST API it is also required to install the CURL PHP module.

12.1.2 Installing
Select a proper path in the document root of the web server to install the IM web interface (i.e. /var/www/im):
$ tar xvzf IM-web-X.XX.tar.gz
$ mv IM-X.XX /var/www/im
$ chown -R www-data /var/www/im

12.1.3 Configuration
The web interface reads the configuration from $IM_WEB_PATH/config.php. It has the following variables:
im_use_rest
Flag to set the usage of the REST API instead of the XML-RPC one. The default value is false.
im_use_ssl
Flag to set the usage of the APIs using HTTPS protocol instead of the standard HTTP. The default value is false.
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im_host
Hostname or IP address of the host with the IM service. The default value is localhost.
im_port
Port where the IM service is listening. The default value is 8899.
im_db
Location of the D.B. used by the web interface. It can be a local SQLite file or a MySQL DB. In case of using a
MySQL server use this format: ‘mysql://user:pass@mysqlserver/im_web_db’ The default value is /home/wwwdata/im.db.
recipes_db
Location of the IM service recipes D.B. To use that feature the IM recipes file must accessible to the web server
The default value is “”.
openid_issuer
OpenID Issuer supported use “” to disable OpenID support. The default value is “”.
openid_name
OpenID Issuer name. The default value is “”.
CLIENT_ID
OpenID Client data. The default value is “”.
CLIENT_SECRET
OpenID Client data. The default value is “”.
REDIRECT_URI
OpenID Redirect URI. The default value is “”.
cred_crypt_key
Key to crypt the credentials data.
“n04ykjinrswda5sdfnb5680yu21+qgh3”.

It must be 32 chars long.

The default value is

12.2 Docker Image
A Docker image named grycap/im-web has been created to make easier the deployment of an IM web GUI using
the default configuration. Information about this image can be found here: https://registry.hub.docker.com/u/grycap/
im-web/.
This container is prepaired to work linked with the IM service container grycap/im, in this way:
• First launch the IM service specifying the name “im”:
sudo docker run -d -p 8899:8899 --name im grycap/im
• Then launch the im-web container linking to the im:
sudo docker run -d -p 80:80 --name im-web --link im:im grycap/im-web
• It also supports environment variables to set the IM service location:
– im_use_rest: Uses the REST API instead of the XML-RPC that is the default one. Default value “false”.
– im_use_ssl: Uses HTTPS to connect with the REST or XML-RPC APIs. Default value “false”.
– im_host: Hostname of the IM service. Default value “im”.
– im_port: Port of the IM service. Default value “8899”.
– im_db: Location of the D.B. file used in the web application to store data. Default value “/home/wwwdata/im.db”.
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– openid_issuer: OpenID Issuer supported use “” to disable OpenID support.
– openid_name: OpenID Issuer name.
– client_id: OpenID Client data.
– client_secret: OpenID Client secret.
– redirect_uri: OpenID Redirect URI.
– cred_crypt_key: Key to crypt the credentials data. It must be 32 chars long.
docker run -p 80:80 -e "im_use_rest=true" -e "im_host=server.domain" -e
"im_port=8800" -d grycap/im-web
There is also a version SSL enabled. In this case the docker image have a selfsigned certificate for testing purposes.
Add your own in the docker command:
docker run -p 80:80 -p 443:443 -v server.crt:/etc/ssl/certs/server.crt -v
server.key:/etc/ssl/certs/server.key -d grycap/im-web:1.5.5-ssl
Then you can access the IM Web portal in the following URL: http://localhost/im-web/.

12.3 Usage
The web interface of the IM enables the user to manage all the aspects related with the management of the life-cycle
of his virtual infrastructures.

12.3.1 Register
To access the Web interface the user must register first to the application. Each user must include a username and a
password to access the platform. From 1.5.6 version OpenID authentication has been added.

12.3.2 Credentials
The first step is to manage the user credentials to access all the components of the platform, specially the Cloud
providers. Fig. 2 shows a list of user credentials. In this list there are two related with the IM components:
• InfrastructureManager: user and password to access the IM service.
• VMRC: user, password and URL to access the VMRC service
When a new user is registered (or access with OpenID credentials) the web UI automatically creates credentials to
both of them to make easier the creation of credentials process. The rest of elements of this list are the user credentials
to access diferent Cloud providers.
Fig. 3 shows the form to add or edit the user credentials. Initially the user must select the credentials type using the
selectors with the corresponding images type. Then the specific form for the Cloud provider selected will be shown,
where the user must fill the needed fields.

12.3.3 RADLs
The RADL section enables the management and share RADL documents with other users of the platform. Fig. 4
shows the list of RADLs available for an specific user. From the list the user can manage the RADLs and also launch
the infrastructure described in the RADL with a single click with the launch button.
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Fig. 1: Fig 1. Register page.
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Fig. 2: Fig 2. List of credentials.
In case of using a parametric value in the RADL document. The web interface will ask for them showing a modal
dialog as in Fig. 5.
The user can add or edit an RADL document (if the they have the correct permissions). In this case the platform will
show the RADL document form (Fig. 6). In the top of the form the user can edit the RADL document that describes
the infrastructure to be launched. In the botton he can manage the access permissions to the document to users of an
specific group (Permission_Group) or to all the platform users (Permission_Other). It uses a similar schema of linux
file systems. The user can give other users access to read (r), modify (w) or launch (x) the RADL document.

12.3.4 Infrastructures
The Infrastructures section enables the management of the infrastructures owned by the current user available in the
IM service. The list (Fig. 7) shows a row for each infrastructure. The user can access the information about each VM
of the infrastructure clicking in the ID of desired VM. He can also click in the message Show of the column Cont.
Message to check the contextualization log as shown in Fig. 9. In case of failure of the contextualization process
the Reconfigure button will be available enbling the user to invoke the ctxt. step again. The user can also delete
the whole infrastructure or add new resources using the buttons of the next columns. When adding new resources the
form show in Fig. 9 will appear. In this form the user will specify the RADL to add resources to the infrastructure.
In the VM information page (Fig. 8) the user can see all the information about the VM. In the top of the page the state,
the cloud provider where it is deployed and the available IPs are shown. The rest of RADL fields are shown below.
In this section the user can look up for the credentials needed to access the VM (username, password or private_key).
In case of the private_key a “download” button will appear enabling the user to download the key to a file to acccess
the node. The contextualizacion message of this VM will be show if the user press the message “Show >>” of the row
“Cont. Message”. The user can also stop, start and destroy the VM using the buttons located at the bottom of the page.
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Fig. 3: Fig 2. Add new credential.
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Fig. 4: Fig 4. List of RADL documents.

12.3.5 Recipes
The Recipes section enables the management of a set of recipes to make easy the installation of certain applications to
non advanced users. This feature is only enabled in case that the IM service recipes database is available to the web
interface (see Configuration). Only Admin users can manage recipes. “Standard” users can only see the recipes and
use it in their RADL documents adding application requirements like the following:
disk.0.applications contains (name='<application_name>' [and version='<application_
˓→version>'])

Fig. 12 shows the form to edit the recipe properties. The Admin user has to specify:
• Name and version: Name a version of the application to be identified in the RADL document.
• Description: A text to describe the recipe
• Module: A module enable to group similar recipes in modules.
• Galaxy Module: If the recipe need to download an Ansible Galaxy module it must be specified here, otherwise
leave it blank.
• Recipe: The steps in Ansible language to install the application.
• Requirements: Some hardware requirements of the application. It will me merged with the RADL document
where the application is included.
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Fig. 5: Fig 5. Launch a parametric RADL.

12.3.6 Admin
In the Admin section, users with administrator permissions can manage users and groups of the web interface. Figures 13 and 14 shows the pages to manage users. The Admin user can assign groups to users and set the flag of
“administrator”.
Figures 15 and 16 shows the pages to manage groups.
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Fig. 6: Fig 6. Edit a RADL document and permissions.
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Fig. 7: Fig. 7. List of user infrastructures.
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Fig. 8: Fig. 8. Information about a VM of the infrastructure.
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Fig. 9: Fig 9. Contextualization log of the infrastructure.
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Fig. 10: Fig 10. Add new resources to a running infrastructure.
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Fig. 11: Fig 11. List of recipes.
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Fig. 12: Fig 12. Form to edit/add a recipe (only admin users).
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Fig. 13: Fig 13. List of users in the web interface.
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Fig. 14: Fig 14. Edit user data.
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Fig. 15: Fig 15. List of groups in the web interface.
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Fig. 16: Fig 16. Edit group data.
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IM Dashboard

The IM Dashboard is a graphical interface to access REST APIs of IM Server specially developed to EOSC users to
access EGI Cloud Compute resources.
Functionalities:
• OIDC authentication
• Display user’s infrastructures
• Display infrastructure details, template and log
• Delete infrastructure
• Create new infrastructure
The im-dashboard is a Python application built with the Flask microframework; Flask-Dance) is used for OpenidConnect/OAuth2 integration.
The docker image uses Gunicorn as WSGI HTTP server to serve the Flask Application.

13.1 How to deploy the dashboard
Register a client in an OIDC server with the following properties:
• redirect uri: https://<DASHBOARD_HOST>:<PORT>/login/oidc/authorized
• scopes: ‘openid’, ‘email’, ‘profile’, ‘offline_access’ (‘eduperson_entitlement’ in EGI Check-In optional)
• introspection endpoint enabled
Create the config.json file (see the [example](app/config-sample.json)) setting the following variables:
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Parameter name
OIDC_CLIENT_ID

Description

Mandatory (Y/N)
Y

Default Value
N/A

Y

N/A

Y

N/A

N

[]

Y

N/A

Y

N/A

Y

N/A

Y

N/A

N

“”

N

[]

N

info

OIDC client ID
OIDC_CLIENT_SECRET
OIDC client Secret
OIDC_BASE_URL
OIDC service URL
OIDC_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP
List of OIDC groups to be
checked for allowing
access
OIDC_SCOPES
OIDC scopes
TOSCA_TEMPLATES_DIR
Absolute path where the
TOSCA templates are
stored
TOSCA_PARAMETERS_DIR
Absolute path where the
TOSCA parameters are
stored
IM_URL
Infrastructure Manager
service URL
SUPPORT_EMAIL
Email address that will be
shown in case of errors
EXTERNAL_LINKS
List of dictionaries ({
“url”: “example.com” ,
“menu_item_name”:
“Example link”})
specifying links that will
be shown under the
“External Links” menu
LOG_LEVEL
Set Logging level
88DB_URL

N
URL to the DB to store
dashbaord data

sqlite:///creds.db
Chapter
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You need to run the IM dashboard on HTTPS (otherwise you will get an error); you can choose between
• enabling the HTTPS support
• using an HTTPS proxy
Details are provided in the next paragraphs.

13.1.1 Enabling HTTPS
You would need to provide
• a pair certificate/key that the container will read from the container paths /certs/cert.pem and /certs/key.pem;
• the environment variable ENABLE_HTTPS set to True
Run the docker container:
$ docker run -d -p 443:5001 --name='im-dashboard' \
-e ENABLE_HTTPS=True \
-v $PWD/cert.pem:/certs/cert.pem \
-v $PWD/key.pem:/certs/key.pem \
-v $PWD/config.json:/app/app/config.json \
-v $PWD/tosca-templates:/opt/tosca-templates \
grycap/im-dashboard:latest

Access the dashboard at https://<DASHBOARD_HOST>/

13.1.2 Using an HTTPS Proxy
Example of configuration for nginx:
server {
listen
server_name
return
}
server {
listen
server_name
access_log

80;
YOUR_SERVER_NAME;
301 https://$server_name$request_uri;

443 ssl;
YOUR_SERVER_NAME;
/var/log/nginx/proxy-paas.access.log

combined;

ssl on;
ssl_protocols TLSv1 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2;
ssl_certificate
/etc/nginx/cert.pem;
ssl_certificate_key
/etc/nginx/key.pem;
ssl_trusted_certificate
/etc/nginx/trusted_ca_cert.pem;
location / {
# Pass the request to Gunicorn
proxy_pass http://127.0.0.1:5001/;
proxy_set_header
proxy_set_header
proxy_set_header
proxy_set_header
proxy_redirect

X-Real-IP $remote_addr;
X-Forwarded-For $proxy_add_x_forwarded_for;
X-Forwarded-Proto https;
Host $http_host;
http:// https://;
(continues on next page)
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proxy_buffering

off;

}
}

Run the docker container:
$ docker run -d -p 5001:5001 --name='im-dashboard' \
-v $PWD/config.json:/app/app/config.json \
-v $PWD/tosca-templates:/opt/tosca-templates \
grycap/im-dashboard:latest

Warning!! Remember to update the redirect uri in the OIDC client to https://<PROXY_HOST>/login/oidc/authorized
Access the dashboard at https://<PROXY_HOST>/

13.1.3 Performance tuning
You can change the number of gunicorn worker processes using the environment variable WORKERS. E.g. if you
want to use 2 workers, launch the container with the option -e WORKERS=2 Check the documentation for ideas on
tuning this parameter.

13.2 Enabling Credentials encryption
To enable the encryption of the Cloud providers credentials (sensitive data), you have to set the CREDS_KEY environment varible with a valid key used to encrypt/decrypt de data. To get a valid one you can use this python code (you
will need Cryptography ) library):
from cryptography.fernet import Fernet
key = Fernet.generate_key()
print(key.decode())

13.3 TOSCA Template Metadata
The IM dashboard can exploit some optional information provided in the TOSCA templates for rendering the cards
describing the type of applications/services or virtual infrastructure that a user can deploy.
In particular, the following tags are supported:
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Tag name
description

Description
Used for showing the card description

metadata.display_name
Used for the card title. If not pro
metadata.icon
Used for showing the card image. If no image URL is
provided,
the dashboard will load this icon.
metadata.display_name
Used for the card title. If not provided, the template
name will be used
metadata.tag
Used for the card ribbon (displayed on the right bottom
corner)

Example of template metadata:
tosca_definitions_version: tosca_simple_yaml_1_0
imports:
- indigo_custom_types: https://raw.githubusercontent.com/indigo-dc/tosca-types/v4.0.0/
˓→custom_types.yaml
description: Deploy a Mesos Cluster (with Marathon and Chronos frameworks) on top of
˓→Virtual machines
metadata:
display_name: Deploy a Mesos cluster
icon: images/mesos.png
topology_template:
....

13.4 Usage
The dashbaord of the IM enables non advanced users to manage their infrastructures launching a set of predefined
TOSCA templates on top of EGI Cloud Compute resources. The dashboard does not provide all the features provided
by the IM service in case you need more advanced features use the IM web interface.
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13.4.1 Login
To login the dashbaord the user will use the EGI Checkin OIDC authentication system. Once authenticated, the user
will be redirected to the portfolio of available TOSCA templates.

Fig. 1: Fig 1. Landing page.

13.4.2 Main menu bar
The main menu bar is located on top of the pages:
• The first button “IM Dashboard” enables the user to go to the the portfolio of available TOSCA templates.
• Second item “Infrastructures” redirects to the list of current user deployed infrastructures.
• In the “Advanced” item the “Settings” subitem enables to see the some configuration settings as the URL of the
IM service or the OIDC issuer.
• “External Links” show a set of configurables information links (documentation, video tutorials, etc.)
• Finally on the right top corner appears the “User” menu item. This item shows the full name of the logged user,
and an avatar obtained from Gravatar. In this menu the user can access their “Cloud Credentials” with the cloud
providers, add his “SSH Keys” to be added to the VMs or logout the application.

13.4.3 Cloud Credentials
This page enable the user to specify the credentials to access any cloud provider it has access to. In the list (Fig. 2) the
user can edit, delete and enable/disable the selected cloud credential.
Editing or adding the credentials will show a modal form (Fig. 3) where the user has the ability to specify all the
parameters needed to access each cloud provider supported. In particular for EGI Cloud Compute sites sites the user
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Fig. 2: Fig 2. List of Cloud Credentials.
only has to select one of the VOs he is member and one of sites that supports that VO. These dropdown fields are
generated using the information available from the sites and the list of VOs the user is member.

13.4.4 SSH Keys
This page enables the user to add or delete public SSH Keys to be injected to the deployed VMs to allow him to
establish a secure connection between his computer and his virtual server(s).
The user can manage a set of SSH Keys that will appear in the SSK Keys list as depicted in Fig. 4. The user can delete
the existing SSH Keys from the list or add new ones using the “New SSH Key” Button on the top-right of the page.
If the “New SSH Key” a new modal form (Fig. 5) will be shown, enabling the user to add a new key, setting a
description that will be shown in the list.

13.4.5 TOSCA Templates
The list of available TOSCA templates enable the user to select the required topology to deploy. Each TOSCA template
can be labelled by the TOSCA developer with any “tag” that will show a ribbon displayed on the right bottom corner.
An special “tag” is the elastic one that are used to mark the templates that are configured to automatically manage the
elasticity of the deployed cluster.
The user have to click on the “Configure” button to set the input values of the TOSCA template and also to select the
VO, Site and Image to deploy the infrastructure (Fig. 6).
Initially the user can set a name to describe the infrastructure to be deployed. It will make easier to list infrastructures.
In the firsts tabs the user can introduce the set of input values of the toplogy. By default there is only one tab called
“Input Values” (Fig. 7), but the TOSCA developer can add/rename them to make easier the input values selection.
The final tab will be the “Cloud Provider Selection” (Fig. 8). In this tab the user has to select: first, one of the Cloud
providers that has been previously added (and not disabled) in the “Cloud Credentials” page, then it has to select the
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Fig. 3: Fig 3. Edit/Add a Credential.

Fig. 4: Fig 4. SSH Keys list.

Fig. 5: Fig 5. Add a new SSH Key.
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Fig. 6: Fig 6. List of TOSCA templates.

Fig. 7: Fig 7. TOSCA input values.
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base image used to deploy the VMs. In case of EGI Cloud Compute sites the user has two options, he can select an
image from the list of images provided by the EGI AppDB information system or from the list provided directly by
the Cloud site. Other providers will only show a dropdown list with the available images to use. Only in the case of
AWS Cloud provider the user has to specify manually the AMI id of the image to use.

Fig. 8: Fig 8. Select Cloud Provider and Image.

13.4.6 Infrastructures
This page will show the list of infrastructures deployed by the current user (Fig. 9). The first column shows the name
set by the user on infrastructure creation, then shows the ID assinged by the IM service, third column shows the Cloud
type where the infrastructure was deployed, next column shows information about the Cloud provider, fifth column
shows the current status of the infrastructure, sixth one shows the list of VMs with their IDs and finally appears a
button with a set of actions to perform to it (Fig. 10). Columns “Cloud Type” and “Cloud Info” were added in version
2.2.0, infrastructures launched with previous versions will have both columns empty.

Fig. 9: Fig 9. List of infrastructures.
List of Actions:
• Add nodes: The Add nodes action enables to add new VMs to the users’ deployment. As depicted in Fig. 11
it will show the list of different types of nodes currently deployed in the infrastructure and the user have to set
the number of nodes of each type he wants to deploy. It will also show the image selected to create the VMs (if
available). In the dropdown list the user can change the base image, in case that you want to use a new one on
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Fig. 10: Fig 10. List of infrastructure Actions.
the new deployed nodes, or the old one has been removed and you need to select a new one to be able to deploy
them.
• Show template: This action shows the original TOSCA template submitted to create the infrastructure.
• Log: Shows the error/contextualization log of the infrastructure.
• Stop: Stops/Suspends all the VMs of the infrastructure.
• Start: Starts/Resume previously stopped infrastructure.
• Outputs: Shows the outputs of the TOSCA template. In case of private key of credentials it enables to download
it as a file or copy to the clipboard.
• Delete: Delete this infrastructure and all the asociated resources. It also has the option to “Force” de deletion. In
this case the infrastructure will be removed from the IM service even if some cloud resources cannot be deleted.
Only use this option if you know what you are doing.
• Delete & Recreate: Delete this infrastructure as the previous option, but once it is deleted it will redirect to the
infrastructure creation form, with all the input fields filled with the same set of values used to create the deleted
infrastructure.
• Reconfigure: Starts the reconfiguration of the infrastructure.
• Change User: Add or change the ownership of the infrastructure at IM level. Setting an valid access token of
other user, the infrastructure can be shared or transfered to another user. If overwrite check is set the new user
will be the unique new owner of the infrastructure, otherwise it will be added to the list of current users. If the
new user does not have the correct credentials to access the cloud provider where the resources were deployed
the user will not be able to manage the cloud resources.
VM Info page:
The VM Info page will show all the information about the selected VM and will enable to manage the lifecycle of it.
On the top right corner the “Manage VM” dropdown menu will enable: Stop/Start, Reboot, Resize, Reconfigure and
Terminate the VM. Furthermore the user can check the error/contextualization log of this particular VM.

13.4. Usage
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Fig. 11: Fig 11. Add nodes page.

Fig. 12: Fig 12. TOSCA outputs.

Fig. 13: Fig 13. Change/Add User modal form.
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The VM infomation is splitted in two dofferent tables, the first one with the main information: State, IPs, HW features
and the SSH credentials needed to access it. Second table will show other additional fields.

Fig. 14: Fig 14. VM Info page.
In case of Resizing the VM the user must provide the new size of the VM in terms of number of CPUs and ammount
of memory as show in Fig. 15.

13.4. Usage
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Fig. 15: Fig 15. VM Resize modal form.
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Public IM Endpoints at UPV

UPV offers an IM endpoint deployed in H.A. mode over a kubernetes cluster on it premises.
This service exposes the web-based GUIs and REST API in the following URLs:
• IM web portal: https://appsgrycap.i3m.upv.es/im-web/.
• IM Dashboard: https://im.egi.eu.
• IM REST API: https://im.egi.eu/im/.
This IM instance is provided by the Grid and High Performance Computing Group (GRyCAP) at the Instituto de
Instrumentación para Imagen Molecular (I3M) from the Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV).
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